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11 Introduction
Users rely on Information Retrieval (IR) systems to satisfy their information needs.
The extent to which the retrieved information satisfies the user need is a matter of
concern. With the proliferation of information in the web, users are often not satis-
fied with the retrieval results and hence arises the diﬃculty in finding the required
information [BUR96]. IR systems employ various methods to retrieve the required
information from the information space. Various models have been developed so
far, discussed in detail in Section 2.1. Most common example of IR systems can be
search engines like Google [BRIN98]. In these systems, a typical interaction tech-
nique to express user information need is a typed query. Based on the formulated
query, the system retrieves the relevant information from the information space.
The goal of the users in IR systems is to gain knowledge about an unknown problem
i.e. to resolve an issue. Hence, users often have inadequate knowledge to formulate
their exact information need [BEL00]. Moreover, often terms used by users to find
an information and the term by which the information is actually stored in the in-
formation space is diﬀerent. The result is that users are unable to find the required
information and are not satisfied with the retrieval results. This query diﬀerence
problem is also called vocabulary mismatch problem [FUR87] in human computer
interaction.
As a solution to the vocabulary mismatch problem, an alternative way to find the
relevant information from the complex information space is navigation. IR systems
using navigation, provides the user with relevant options and the user navigates
the desired options to find the relevant information. In these systems, users do not
need to generate any query. These systems are based on “recognition task”. Studies
conducted by Marchionini [MAR92] have shown that humans prefer “recognition
task” than “recall/description” task. In recognition task, information contained in
the information space are arranged in some manner and the users need to navigate
through the information space to recognize the relevant information, often referred
as “navigation”. In few cases, it is also referred as “browsing”.
In navigation users are guided to explore the organization and contents of the infor-
mation space. It is helpful for users, who are unable to provide the exact information
they need as the users can explore the given information space to find the relevant
information [BUR96]. There various types of navigational models developed so far.
One such model includes displaying the stored information as dots. The main draw-
back of this model is that user is often unable to determine the position relative to
2the information need. Another model uses hypertext to create a network of inter-
related documents to help users to explore the information space [MAR88]. Studies
have shown that users often get disoriented in these systems [ELM85]. Yet an-
other model involves, displaying a hierarchical structure of information to the user,
through which user can navigate interactively to get the relevant information. Often
this pre–defined organization is confusing for the user, as the term “well organised”
is also ambiguous. The term “organization” varies from user to user: for a same set
of information display, one user might find it easy to navigate through while it might
be diﬃcult for another user who have diﬀerent information need and background
[BOW94].
To resolve the above mentioned drawbacks of navigation models, in this thesis,
we propose a method to support navigation called as interaction portfolio theory.
This theory has been inspired by an economic theory of financial investments called
“Modern Portfolio theory” [MAR52]. This method helps to adaptively select an
optimal combination of interaction options for the user to accomplish a navigation
task. The method involves a sequence of rounds, where N interaction options are
displayed in each round and the user clicks the relevant interaction option to find
the displayed target information from a complex information set. The main aim of
the method is to provide the user with best combination of interaction options that
eases the user to find the target document easily. Choosing the right combination of
interaction options which is called as “optimum set” is diﬃcult to find. The proposed
method tries to solve the optimization problem of finding “pareto-optimal” set of
interaction options where “relevance” and “diversity” are optimized at the same time
to maximize gain of interaction options that can get user closer to her goal and
minimize risk of choosing interaction options that are less relevant due to possibly
suboptimal selections. A “pareto-optimal” interaction options set consists of a set
of options, none of which are dominated by any other set of interaction options. In
this method, we try to present the interaction options having highest “relevance” and
highest “diversity”. In this context, relevance means how related are the interaction
options, given the user information need, while diversity is about the similarity of
the interaction options with each other.
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of
Information Retrieval, standard IR models, and drawbacks of the models. Section 3
discusses how economics is related to IR. Section 4 provides a detailed explanation of
Modern Portfolio Theory, related work of portfolio theory in the field of IR. Section
5 covers our proposed method, the algorithm overview and the system overview. We
3also describe the pareto optimization which helps in choosing the optimal portfolios
out of the given N sets of portfolios. Section 6 describes the developed framework
underlying which runs our proposed method. An architectural overview is provided
and description of user interface design guidelines, message format are provided in
detail. Section 7 illustrates the simulation study design, motivation and results
we got from the simulations. We also propose a experiment design that could be
performed with the developed framework, participants details, data collection tech-
nique. Section 8 illustrates a further investigation done to verify which parameter
of diversity would be best suitable for exploratory search. Finally, we conclude our
work in Section 9.
42 Information Retrieval (IR)
Information Retrieval (IR) is concerned with retrieval, storage, organization and
representation of information from a complex information space [BAE99]. In an
abstract level, it can be defined as a method to satisfy user information needs.
Examples can be as broad as checking your bag to find your keys to finding a book
from a catalogue in library. Manning et. al [MAN08] have described information
retrieval as:
“Information retrieval (IR) is finding material (usually documents) of an unstruc-
tured nature (usually text) that satisfies an information need from within large col-
lections (usually stored on computers).”
Previously, IR was concerned only in finding books in Library system or some infor-
mation in information center. With the advent of world wide web, now information
retrieval has been applied to a wide variety of systems. Figure 1 [SAL86] represents
the overview of IR system in an abstract level. It considers the information stored
in the information space as docs, the user information need as a set of requests, and
methods to retrieve the information as similar. Figure 1 shows the relationship of
these three components. Based on the user information need, certain methods are
used to retrieve the best suitable information from the information space.
Figure 1: Information system environment in an abstract level [SAL86].
Various IR systems use diﬀerent methods to retrieve information using diﬀerent IR
models. To provide an overview of existing models in IR, we cover the models of IR
in more detail in the following subsections.
52.1 Traditional Retrieval models
Traditional IR systems was concentrated only on the system and the model of re-
trieval. The system adopted the information need (in form of some keyword) to the
index and displayed the retrieval results [BAE99]. The main focus of these systems
was in predicting the relevance of the documents compared to the given information
need. Diﬀerent IR models were proposed to determine the relevance of the docu-
ments with respect to information need. Figure 2 shows the standard taxonomy
of the IR models proposed so far. Retrieval can either be based on, user in search
of some information posing a query and the model retrieving documents from the
information space based on that query or it can be like, the model showing the user
with information stored in information space and the user navigating within the in-
formation space to find the relevant information. The former user task is classified
as adhoc filtering and the later being classified as browsing.
Figure 2: A taxonomy of information retrieval models [BAE99].
In this thesis, we will refer the filtering user task as query task and the browsing
user task as navigation task. As shown in Figure 2, each of these user task have
diﬀerent models to retrieve documents which we will be discussing in the following
subsections.
62.1.1 Query user task
IR systems, having “Query user task” requires the user to type a query in a search
box (like Google and Alta Vista search engines) and the documents are retrieved
based on ranking function determined by the IR models. In principle, the documents
in the information space remains static, while the “query” changes according to the
user information need. In few cases, user profiles are constructed and matched
with corresponding set of documents to satisfy the user information need [BAE99].
Figure 3 shows the system functionality of an IR system deploying query task. At
first the user provides the IR system with some query. Based on the query the IR
model ranks documents and from highest to lowest and displays to the user. The
user then inspects the retrieved results. If the user is not satisfied with the retrieved
documents then the reformulates the query else the user stops querying.
Figure 3: A typical IR system deploying query task.
Mathematically, an IR model can be represented as [BAE99]:
[D,Q,F, R(qi, dj)] (1)
where, D is the representation for the documents in the information space, Q is the
representation of the user information need, F represents the framework for mod-
elling documents in the information space, query of the user and their relationship
and R(qi, dj) represents the ranking function which ranks the documents according
to the user query.
7As shown in Figure 2, the query user task models can be categorised into 5 models,
viz. classic, structured, set theoretic, algebraic and probabilistic models. Since, this
thesis concentrates in proposing a navigational method, so we will briefly provide
an overview of the query user task models.
Classic models: Classic models [BAE99] consider documents as representations of
index terms. The index terms are keywords extracted from a particular document,
and mainly consists of nouns. Adjectives, adverbs and connectives are complements
to a particular document while nouns are more unique to each document and creates
a good mapping. The mapping of the index terms and the documents is created by
an assigned weight associated with every document. For a given information space,
each index terms can be represented as ki and the total number of index terms in the
information space can be represented as t. Therefore, K can be the set containing
all the index terms in an information space, represented as K = {k1, k2, k3, .....kt}.
If a single document in the information space is represented as dj, the weight of each
index term associated with each document is represented as wi,j, then the vector
 !
dj
consists of (w1,j, w2,j, ....wt,j).
Out of the three classic models the most simple one is the Boolean model. It assumes
the index terms weights as binary variables. Based on a given query, this models
just predicts whether the documents in the information space are relevant or non-
relevant. There is no partial grading associated with the documents. Hence, the
main drawback of this model is that, given a query, the retrieval results can either
be too many or can be too less. The Vector model overcomes the drawback of the
boolean model. This model considers partial matching into consideration. It assigns
non-binary weights to index terms and calculates the degree of similarity between
the given query and the documents in the information space. Based on the degree
of similarity, it ranks the documents from highest to lowest and chooses documents
which matches the given query only partially. The Probabilistic model is a bit
diﬀerent from the above two models in the sense that it takes user interaction into
consideration. Given a query, it first displays a guessed retrieved documents. The
user then provides some feedback on the retrieved documents as relevant and non-
relevant. The model then uses this knowledge to generate a new retrieved ranked
document list.
Set Theoretic models: Set Theoretic models [BAE99] are an extension of the
classic boolean model and consists of fuzzy set model and extended boolean model.
The Fuzzy Set model considers the relationship between the terms. For a given
8Table 1: Comparison of similarity values of classic Boolean and Extended Boolean
models [SAL83].
Classic Boolean Extended Boolean
Terms Similarity with query Terms Similarity with query
A B (A or B) (A and B) A B (A or B) (A and B)
Document 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Document 2 1 0 1 0 1 0 1/
p
2 1-1/
p
2
Document 3 0 1 1 0 0 1 1/
p
2 1-1/
p
2
Document 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
query, the model not only retrieves documents matched with the query but also
additional relevant documents are also retrieved based on the correlation of the
terms. A correlation factor between two terms, say, ki and kl can be represented as:
ci,l =
ni,l
ni + nl   ni,l (2)
In the above Equation 2, ni represents the total number of documents in the infor-
mation space having the term ki, nl represents the total number of documents in
the information space having the term kl, ni,l represents the total number of docu-
ments in the information space having both the term ki and kl. Extended Boolean
model is adopted from the classic boolean model and the classic vector processing
model. In the classic boolean model, for a given two terms in the query, documents
in the information space having either of the terms and having any one term would
have same value of similarity but the extended boolean model distinguishes those
documents.
Table 1 shows how values are assigned to documents with respect to a query with
two terms. The values to the left side represents the similarity values for classic
boolean model while the values on the right hand side corresponds to the values of
the extended boolean model. In the classic boolean model, the “or” query assigns “1”
if either of the terms is present in any documents and assigns “0” for all other cases.
The “and” query assigns “1” only if both the terms are present in the document
and assigns “0” to all other cases. In the contrary, the extended boolean model
distinguishes documents in “or” query which have both the terms present (in this
case Document 1) and those documents which have either or the terms present (in
this case Document 2 and 3). Similarly, the “and” query distinguishes documents
9which have both the documents present and only either of the documents present.
This feature helps in retrieving more precise results compared to the classic boolean
model.
Figure 4: Two frameworks to solve the vocabulary mismatch problem. Framework
1 uses thesaurus to find similarity in query terms and then retrieves documents.
Framework 2 structures the documents and the user queries in semantics and then
compares them to find relevant documents [FUR88].
Algebraic models: Algebraic models [BAE99] are an extension of the classic vector
model and consists of generalized vector, semantic index and neural networks mod-
els. The Generalized Vector model modifies the classic vector model by introducing
the correlation between the terms. In this model, the correlations are calculated
from automatic indexing scheme. Mathematically, the set of index terms can be
represented as {k1, k2,.....,kt} having weight (wi,j) associated with a document dj.
Given the weights are all binary then the term co-occurrence can be represented as a
set of 2t minterms given by m1 = (0,0,.....,0), m2 = (1,0,.....,0),.....,m2t = (1,1,.....,1),
where m1 represents the document having none of the index terms, m2 represents
the document having only one index term k1 and m2t represents the document hav-
ing all the index term. The latent semantic indexing [FUR88] model takes into
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account the vocabulary mismatch problem [FUR87]. The terms by which the doc-
uments are stored in the information space and the terms by which the users tries
to retrieves them is often dissimilar. This results in undesired retrieval results. To
solve the vocabulary mismatch there are two frameworks. Figure 4 shows the two
frameworks which are used to solve the vocabulary mismatch problem. Framework
1 uses the term matching technique with thesaurus added. This means that the
queries provided by the users are augmented for synonyms. The main drawback of
this framework is that a single term may have many meanings which might result
in retrieval of many unnecessary documents [FUR88]. Framework 2 first structures
the document to reflect the semantics and then tries to find a match between the
user queries and the structures of the documents in the information space. This
model is based on these two solutions of the vocabulary mismatch problem. This
model improves the estimates of the term document association by using singular
value decomposition model [FUR88]. Weight wi,j for a given term-document pair
[ki,dj] in the term document association matrix is calculated by the tf–idf weight-
ing schemes as used in classic vector space model [BAE99]. The Neural Network
model [WIL91] applies neural network in information retrieval. This model assumes
documents in the information space as nodes, each term in the document is also con-
sidered as a node and the user query term is also seen as a node. Figure 5 is shows
the overview of the neural network model for information retrieval. Suppose the
five documents in the information space has contents "Moon is very bright", "Sun
is very bright", "I love Sun and Moon", "Earth has only one Moon", "There is only
one Sun in Universe". These five documents are represented as D1, D2,...,D5. The
specific terms from these documents are represented in the term nodes as "Moon",
"Sun", "Universe", etc. Suppose the user queries "How is Sun and Moon and Earth
related?". The model creates nodes for specific terms from the query as shown in
Figure 5. If the user query (q) matches the document term (qj) then there exists a
connection between them denoted by weight wqj and if the document term (qj) is
present in any document (i) then there exists a connection between them denoted
by weight wi,j. Mathematically, wqj and wi,j is equivalent to:
wqj =
qjqPt
j=1 q
2
j
(3) wi,j =
di,jqPt
j=1 d
2
i,j
(4)
The final ranking is calculated by the summation of the Equations 3 and 4.
Alternative Probabilistic models: Alternative Probabilistic models [BAE99]
takes into account the Bayesian belief networks. This model consists of inference
network and belief network models. The Inference Network model [TUR91] contains
11
Figure 5: Neural network model for information retrieval [WIL91].
the document network and the query network. The document network consists of
three nodes viz. document nodes, text representation nodes and concept repre-
sentation nodes. Document nodes contain abstracts of the documents rather than
representing the documents themselves. Text representation nodes represent to a
particular text of a corresponding document. The content representation nodes
represents methods that has been applied to the document texts. Figure 6 shows
an overview of the inference network model. The nodes di, tj and rk represents
document nodes, text representation nodes and concept representation nodes re-
spectively. The below network is called the query network which represents the user
information need. Multiple nodes are used when user information need consists of
multiple queries. The main aim of this model is to calculate the belief associated
with each node. The whole network corresponds to the belief that given the in-
formation space, the user information need is satisfied, where the belief is met by
document and query representations. The document network is build once initially
while building the information space but the query network is build each time a new
user query arrives. If the retrieval results based on the initial query network are not
satisfactory then additional information are added to refine the query network or
12
the query network is re-structured to produce better results.
Figure 6: Document inference model [TUR91].
The Belief Network model [RIB96] is derived from the inference network model
described previously yet diﬀerent in the aspects of topology and ranking technique.
Figure 7 illustrates the topology of belief network model. The user information need
is represented as a network node associated with a binary random variable q. The
index terms are represented as {k1, k2,.....,kt} is pointed to the query node which
compose the query concept. As the documents, represented as {d1,.....,dj,.....,dN},
and the user information need both are treated as concepts so the index terms points
towards the documents. Given a user information need, the documents are ranked
according to a concept matching relationship which reflects the degree of match
given the query and the document as concepts.
Structured models: Structured models [BAE99] contains information on the con-
tent of the document and about the document structure. This type of models tries
to find an exact match between the user query and the text in the document. There
13
Figure 7: Topology of Belief Network model [RIB96].
are many variants of this model but we will limit to only two models, viz. non-
overlapping lists and proximal nodes, in this thesis. Non-overlapping lists [BUR92]
divides each document in the information space in non overlapping regions called as
list. The indexing list are separated in a flat structure as shown in Figure 8. There
can be many lists corresponding to a single document like a list of chapters, a list of
sections, a list of subsections, etc. like shown in Figure 8. All these lists are stored
as separate data structures so that they do not overlap with each other.
Figure 8: Representation of the structure in the text of a document [BAE99].
Proximal nodes proposed by Navarro and Baeza [NAV97] considers a hierarchical
structure of indexing list over the same document text. The hierarchical structure
may contain section, sub sections, paragraphs and so on. Each of these are rep-
14
resented by nodes. As shown in Figure 9, each node has text region which might
overlap with diﬀerent hierarchies. Figure 9 shows hierarchical index for structural
components (chapter, sections, subsections and subsubsections) while a flat index for
word “holocast”. The flat index of word contains an inverted list having all the posi-
tions in the text of the document in which the term “holocast” appears. This model
allows searches for specific components (like searches for chapter, sections, etc.) and
also takes in regular expression. For example, for a given user query “[(*section)
with (“holocast”)]” the model searches for sections, subsections and subsubsections
in which the work “holocast” appears. This model takes in more complicated user
queries as compared to the model of non-overlapping lists.
Figure 9: Hierarchical index for structural components and flat index for words
[BAE99].
2.1.2 Navigation user task
Users are often unaware about the information space. Hence, the index terms by
which the documents are referred in the information space and the queries used by
the users to find the relevant document is often diﬀerent. This results in the vocab-
ulary mismatch problem. The vocabulary mismatch problem is one of the biggest
15
drawback of the query type user task. Also studies of Marchionini [MAR92] have
shown that “recognition task” is more preferable by users than “recall/description”
task. This is because in recognition task, users need to recognise the correct infor-
mation from a given set of options while in recall task users need to recall or describe
their information need. The recognition type of task in IR is called as browsing,
in some cases it is also referred as navigation. In this thesis, we will refer these
type of user task as navigation. Navigation allows users to explore the information
space. Navigation has been defined by Marchionini and Shneiderman [MAR88] as
“an exploratory, information seeking strategy that depends upon serendipity . . .
especially appropriate for ill–defined problems and for exploring new task domains”.
Navigation is also considered as an alternative to boolean query model which allows
the users to provide simple and broad query [LIE98]. Cove and Walsh [COV88]
described navigation as an exploration task to pick bits and pieces and identify and
select the useful information from the information space. According to Cove and
Walsh [COV88] navigation can be defined in three stage model:
• Search browsing: directed search; where the goal is known
• General purpose browsing: consulting sources that have a high likelihood of
items of interest
• Serendipity browsing: purely random
In general, there are three types of models that fall in this type of user task, viz. flat,
structured guided, and hypertext/hypermedia models [BAE99]. Since this thesis
is concentrated on proposing a new method for navigational user task, along with
model descriptions we will provide some examples of navigational systems at the end
in this subsection in more detail. In Flat navigational model [BAE99] the documents
of the information space are arranged either in 2–Dimensional space as dots in a plan
or in a 1–Dimensional space as elements in a list. The user explores the information
space to look for the relevant keywords or related documents. In few cases relevance
feedback can be used to provide better results. The main drawback of this model
is that the user is often unaware of the position of the text he/she is investigating
with respect to the given page. Structured guided navigation [BAE99] organises
the document in the information space in some categories. Each of these categories
contains documents which contain related information. In few cases, clusters are also
used to group documents which are related to each other in terms of information
content. In few cases, history of classes already visited by the users are shown on
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the user interface. This allows the user to remember the classes already visited and
avoids user to get lost in large information spaces where there are many classes.
Hypertext/Hypermedia navigational model [BAE99] is helpful in cases where the
documents in the information space are not organised in some order. The hypertext
model is constructed by representing the text of the documents as hypertext nodes.
Some mark–up language like SGML distinguishes section and paragraph boundaries.
After the nodes are created, the nodes are connected by links which contains some
description of the nature of the link. The model can be thought of a graph where
nodes are connected to each other and the user has the options to choose the desired
path to move to the next node. Figure 10 shows an overview of the hypertext model.
If a user starts reading a document say A, then the user has the option of either
moving to document B or document E. If the user chooses to move to document B
then again the user has the option to navigate either to document C or to document
D. In this way, users have the freedom to navigate the whole information space to
find the relevant information.
Figure 10: Simple overview of hypertext model having six nodes and eight links
[NIE93].
As shown in Figure 10, the number of nodes in each document is not pre–determined
because it is determined on the content of the text on the documents. Similarly, the
number of links associated with each node depends on the content of the node. The
black circles on each document in Figure 10 are called the anchor nodes and the
documents to which they point are called the destination nodes. A typical hypertext
system will have words with link associated with them (anchor nodes) which gets
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activated on clicking and redirects the user to the corresponding destination node.
The term hypermedia corresponds to the same hypertext model with addition of
possibility to link to graphical data. This means not only can plain text be linked
with each other but nodes can also consist of graphical data which can be linked to
each other.
This paragraph will contain some example of Navigational system - cluster, organised
(may be) and hypertext/hypermedia.
2.2 Interactive IR models
Interactive IR models are diﬀerent from the traditional IR models in the sense
that traditional models of IR are more inclined on the query matching or comparing
technique. The interaction of the users are not directly taken into account [RIEH06].
In interactive IR models, users interact with the system in a manner that they re-
formulate queries, analysis the retrieved results, provides feedback to the results by
making judgements, and by using information. All these activities are based on
information needs of users, their knowledge about the query and the information
space. The three well known interactive IR models proposed so far are:
• The cognitive IR model by Ingwersen [ING92]
• The model of IR as a support for interaction with information by Belkin
[BEL93]
• The stratified interaction model by Saracevic [SAR96]
Ingwersen [ING92] in his paper have taken the cognitive perspective of information
retrieval. This theory doesn’t takes feedback into account but acts beyond automatic
query reformulation. It has major five components that acts as context for one
another during interactive information retrieval. It creates a poly representation
of user’s cognitive space and the information space of IR systems. It takes into
account user’s information need, problem state and domain work task or interest
in a contextual structures of causality. This model views users, source systems and
methods of IR as global context. The theory reaches its goal by cognitive overlaps of
objects in information space. The larger the diﬀerence in time and by type between
the original cognitive interpretations pointing to the same information objects, the
more plausible the usability of such objects in a given IR situation. This theory
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first establishes a cognitive framework to establish the properties of the cognitive
viewpoint and its understanding of the concept of information. Then it creates a
polyrepresentation of cognitive space of users and information space of IR.
Figure 11: Information retrieval as support for information interaction [BEL93].
Belkin [BEL93] represented information retrieval as a information seeking behaviour.
In this theory, users are the central component of information retrieval system. This
theory argues that user should be an active participant rather than a passive observer
of the results of the IR systems. Based on the user’s goals and intention, at any
point of time the user should be able to visualise, navigate, compare the results as
shown in Figure 11. These processes needn’t be initiated by the user but can be
initiated by various processes or actors. For example, suppose a school girl tries to
find some article about "galaxy" and is a new bie to this field. She formulates some
query to find about galaxy but is not satisfied with the results. Perhaps she then
explores a thesaurus to find relevant information and finds some interesting articles
and goes through it and also explored other relevant articles. Based on the articles,
the system can generate a query which shows relevant documents to her but she is
confused on which one to choose and all the articles seems relevant to a new bie
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user. So the system can provide a summary of the contents of the documents which
gives the new bie user a better understanding of the topic.
Figure 12: Elements in the stratified model of IR interaction [SAR96].
Saracevic [SAR96] used a stratified model of IR to represent user interaction. Sarace-
vic represented user and system as two diﬀerent entity of IR system and represented
interaction as dialog between these two entities. Saracevic defined interaction as
sequence of processes occurring in several connected levels or strata [SAR96]. Figure
12 shows the framework of Saracevic. User entity consisted of three levels: cog-
nitive (interaction with texts and their representation), aﬀective (interaction with
intentions) and situational (interaction with problems) while the system consists of
three diﬀerent levels: engineering (hardware and its attributes), processing (soft-
ware, algorithms and various methods to process queries) and content (information
resources and their representations). The user and the system interact via an in-
terface. As the user interacts, both the system and the user adapts accordingly. In
this model, feedback plays an important to determine adaptation.
Though the above three models provides diﬀerent aspects of interaction, the central
idea of these three models remains same i.e. the models considers users as active
information seekers rather than passive recipients of retrieved texts.
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3 Economics in IR
Economics provides a chain of tools and techniques for support in decision making,
for analysing uncertainty and handling risk [VAR87]. Hence, it can be applied to
solve similar IR problems. In this chapter, we will provide a short overview of various
applications of economics in IR.
Douglas [DOU09] and Axelrod [AXE17] have applied economics for support in de-
cision making for purchasing items. Douglas in his work presented an eﬃciency
model and performance function to compare various information retrieval systems.
Axelrod concentrates on decision making aspects from the perspective of an investor
to decide on which information retrieval will be best suited for its potential users.
A cost benefit analysis is shown for better evaluation.
Previous works of Fuhr and Robertson have shown how economics can be applied
to solve the ranking problem of IR. Robertson [ROB97] have argued that which
documents a user might find useful is uncertain and hence a system cannot compute
relevance with certainty. Hence systems should be designed in a way that deals with
probabilities. Fuhr [FUH08] have provided a framework for extending probabilistic
IR approaches to interactive information retrieval. He presented an abstract view of
the functional level of an Interactive IR system and then verified whether the system
pertains to the desirable properties. Azzopardi [AZZ11] has applied economics to
describe yet another theory of economics called the “production theory” [VAR87].
Azzopardi has made an analogy of the search process with production process of
a firm. With help of some technology, firms convert their input to the desired
output materials. Similarly, in search engines, users provides some query which is
analogous to the input resources of the firm. To create the analogy, Azzopardi didn’t
only consider the query but also the number of queries, the length of the queries
and the depth of the queries were also deciding factors for the output results. The
relevance of the documents as a result of typed query is analogous to the output of
the firm. The retrieval method used by the system to display the relevant documents
is compared to the technology used by the firm to produce the outputs. Azzopardi
formulated the search production function as f(Q,D) for a given query of length
L, where, Q is the number of queries typed by the user and D is the number of
documents the user will access given a query.
Economics have also been applied in IR to predict the user behaviour. Cooper
[COO72] proposed a mathematical model to analyse the cost between the search
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time of the user and the search time of the system, for a given query. This model is
more user oriented and tries to minimize the cost a user should spend searching for
relevant results. Additionally, Cooper suggested a trade oﬀ between the performance
level of the system and the combination of time of both the user and the system
spends in working with the system. Birchler and Butler [BIR07] proposed the usage
of Stigler’s theory in search process to determine the satisfaction level of the user
with the search results i.e. to predict the time when a user should stop examining
the results returned by the IR system.
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4 Portfolio Theory and IR
This chapter introduces the concept of Portfolio and Portfolio Theory of finance,
the relationship of how portfolio theory can be connected with IR. We begin with
the definition of portfolio in general and then we illustrate the definition of Portfolio
Theory of finance in more detail in Section 4.1. Finally in Section 4.2, we conclude
the chapter with the previous works of Portfolio Theory that have been conducted
in the area of IR.
4.1 Portfolio Theory of finance
The term “Portfolio” has many diﬀerent definitions like a flat case for loose sheet
of papers but in this thesis we use it for referring to a collection of things. In
economics, portfolios means a group of stocks or bonds which can be exchanged for
some amount of money. In this thesis, we refer portfolios as collection of interaction
options corresponding to set of documents.
Portfolio theory of finance, also known as Modern Portfolio Theory [MAR92], was
first proposed by Harry Markowitz. Markowitz, in his Nobel Prize winning work,
stated the hypothesis for selecting the best portfolios from a given set of portfolio
options. He argued the trade-oﬀ between risk and expected return associated with a
given number of portfolio sets. The original theory by Harry Markowitz stated that
to maximize the expected return for a given amount of portfolio risk, one should
carefully choose the proportions of various assets. The theory was based on the
following two observations:
1. The future return of the invested stocks are uncertain and therefore to calculate
it with absolute certainty is not possible. Diﬀerent investors have diﬀerent
preferences of the risk associated with uncertainty. Therefore, a method to
allow investors to choose the stocks with their desired level of risk preferences
is highly valuable.
2. The future return of the invested stocks are correlated to each other. Hence,
while creating the portfolio, considering independence between the return val-
ues of the stocks is not ideal.
Taking the above two observations into consideration, the theory suggested that
risk (which is referred as uncertainty) related to a certain portfolio investment is
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certain and hence it can be quantified by using variance (standard deviation) of the
return. During investment, an investor should try to maximize the expected return
for a given level of risk or minimize the risk for a given expected return. The theory
provides a solution to the problem that given a set of available securities or assets,
which is the optimum way to invest money in these assets so that the investor gets
the maximum return.
The main objective of this theory is to take diversification into account while creating
the portfolio. Markowitz argued that a diversified portfolio is more preferable than
a non-diversified one. This diversification is analogous to the well known proverb
that it is undesirable to put all your eggs in one basket. Suppose, a person pur-
chased a dozen of eggs and kept them in one basket. While his way back home, the
basket fell down and he lost all his eggs. If the person had divided the eggs in two
diﬀerent baskets then the person would have lost only half of the eggs rather than
all. The same applies for investment in stock market. If an investor invests all his
money in stocks of a single company then the risk associated with loosing all the
money, given a downfall of the company, is very high. On the other hand, if the
investor diversifies his investment on assets of diﬀerent companies then, even if the
stocks of few company goes down, the investor doesn’t looses all his money. Hence,
diversification plays an important role in choosing the assests of a portfolio.
4.2 Applications of portfolio theory
Apart from finance, MPT have been widely applied in various fields of computer
science. In thesis, we will concentrate only on two previous works which are relevant
to the work done in this thesis. Wang and Zhu [WANG09] applied portfolio theory
to solve the problem of document ranking. Leeuwen and Ukkonen [LEE13] have
applied portfolio theory in exploratory data mining to solve the problem of finding
top-k results for a given interestingness or quality measure.
Wang and Zhu have applied portfolio theory in IR but their work concentrated more
on solving the ranking principle of “relevant documents”. Their work applied MPT
in finding the “right combination of relevant documents” that should be displayed,
so that the user finds the required document easily. They criticised the Probability
Ranking Principle of IR with an analogy of MPT with IR. They stated that accord-
ing to the Probability Ranking Principle, if an investor needs to select stocks for
constructing a portfolio then the investor should arrange the stocks in descending
order of future return and select the top n most profitable ones. As explained before,
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Markowitz suggested diversification as one of the most eﬃcient way of investment.
Wang and Zhu has created similar analogy of investment stock with IR ranking
principle. They created an analogy of MPT with the ranking problem of IR as:
1. For a given user query, the relevance of the retrieved documents are uncertain.
This might be due to ambiguous user query, vocabulary mismatch problem,
user preferences. Hence, the relevance between the documents cannot be mea-
sured with absolute certainty from any IR models.
2. For a given user query, the retrieved documents are correlated to each other.
Hence, we cannot assume independence in relevance estimation between the
retrieved documents.
Using the above analogy of ranking problem of IR with the MPT of finance, they
suggested a new ranking principle. The principle states that, for a given user query,
instead of ranking documents individually a set of N –ranked documents should be
chosen. This set is dependent on the mean (“guess” related to overall relevance) and
variance (risk associated with the “guess”). Wang and Zhu have also demonstrated
experiments of applying this theory in ad hoc text retrieval and sub-topic retrieval.
The results of these experiments have shown significant performance gain.
Leeuwen and Ukkonen [LEE13] have applied portfolio theory in exploratory data
mining to solve the problem of finding top-k diverse results for a given interesting-
ness or quality measure. Often while ranking the top–k results based on a certain
interestingness or query in document retrieval, there lies redundant results means
most of the results are similar to each other while results which might be potentially
interesting lies outside the top–k and hence are completely ignored. To solve this
problem of redundant results, they have proposed two skyline algorithms for finding
the diverse top–k rather than just top–k results. The performance and accuracy
of the two algorithms are also compared with experiments. To find these “diverse”
top–k, they have used MPT from the field of finance. They have further argued
that the existence of a correct or perfect diverse top–k is not possible as there lies
a trade–oﬀ between the quality and diversity which is similar to the risk and return
trade–oﬀ of MPT.
Hence to find the diverse set, Leeuwen and Ukkonen have used the approach of
finding the non-dominated set. A non-dominated set is one for which there exist no
other sets which have higher quality and higher diversity. This set is also often called
as Pareto front [LEE13] of optimal solutions. This pareto set contains results which
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have highest quality and highest diversity. So in order to improve one parameter say
quality, the other parameter say diversity needs to be degraded. One of the main
problems in this approach lies that which trade-oﬀ is preferable by the users in the
desired results i.e. whether they prefer the optimal solution or higher diversity or
higher quality. Hence, Leeuwen and Ukkonen have considered subgroup set skylines
by which they can learn more about its characteristics and properties, which can
help in finding out the preferred subgroup sets by users.
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5 Proposed method
In this chapter, we describe the proposed Interaction Portfolio Method which helps
in finding the optimal interaction options for a given user information need. At
first, we explain the need for this method and the problems that this method tries
to resolve. Section 5.2 provides an overview and idea of the proposed method. After
that, in Section 5.3 we provide an overview of the algorithm used to find the optimal
set of interaction options. In Section 5.4 we describe the preprocessing techniques
that have been used before we deploy this method in the framework in detail.
5.1 Motivation
In navigation user is guided to explore the organization and contents of an informa-
tion space. It is helpful for users, who are unable to provide the exact information
they need, to explore the given information space to find the relevant information
[BUR96]. Some systems use hypertext to create a network of inter–related docu-
ments to help users to explore the information space [MAR88]. Studies have shown
that users often get disoriented in these systems [ELM85]. In few systems, a hier-
archical structure of information is presented to the user, through which user can
navigate interactively to get the relevant information. Often this pre–defined orga-
nization is confusing for the user, as the term “well organised” is also ambiguous.
The term “organization” varies from user to user: for a same set of information dis-
play, one user might find it easy to navigate through while it might be diﬃcult for
another user who have diﬀerent information need and background [BOW94]. To re-
solve the drawbacks of pre–organized information, this paper proposes a method to
support navigation which is called interaction portfolio theory, inspired by an eco-
nomic theory of financial investments called “Modern Portfolio theory” [MAR52].
This method helps to adaptively select an optimal combination of interaction op-
tions for the user to accomplish a navigation task. The method involves a sequence
of rounds, where N keywords are displayed in each round and the user clicks the
relevant keyword to find the displayed target document from a complex information
set. The main aim of the method is to provide the user with best combination of
interaction options that eases the user to find the target document easily. Choos-
ing the right combination of interaction options which is called as “optimum set” is
diﬃcult to find. The proposed method tries to solve the optimization problem of
finding “pareto–optimal” set of interaction options where “relevance” and “diversity”
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are optimized at the same time to maximize gain of interaction options that can get
user closer to her goal and minimize risk of choosing interaction options that are
less relevant due to possibly suboptimal selections. A “pareto–optimal” interaction
options set consists of a set of options, none of which are dominated by any other
set of interaction options.
5.2 Interaction Portfolio Theory
In this thesis, the main challenge addressed is to find the optimal interaction options
hence, the analogy of finance and IR is formulated as:
1. the interaction options which an user will find relevant to interact with the
information space to find the required information are uncertain
2. the interaction options in the information space are correlated to each other
For example, to find a document related to “human computer interaction”: users
having a background of psychology might prefer say “user study” as a relevant inter-
action option for finding the target document while computer science background
users might prefer some diﬀerent set of interaction options as relevant for example
“user interface programming” while users having some diﬀerent background like de-
signers might find “design guidelines of user interface” as relevant for finding the
target document. Hence, though a document related to “human computer interac-
tion” might have a particular set of options related to it, it is useful to find the
optimal set of interaction options so that the results are useful to all users having
any background. This optimal set of interaction options is formulated with help
of the proposed method called as interaction portfolio theory, which is based on
MPT. This paper describes portfolios as subsets of the set of all N set of interaction
options, modeled as:
X = (X1, ..., XN), (5)
where the binary variables Xi indicate whether interaction option set i should be
included in the portfolio or not. A set of interaction option say Xi is chosen over
other sets of interaction option when that interaction option set dominates other
sets. If set Xi is not dominated by any other set say Xj, then set Xi is said to be
non–dominated set. In multi–objective optimisation problem, there exists many such
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Figure 13: An example of dominated and non–dominated interaction sets. The line
joining the black dots is known as the pareto front.
non–dominated set. These non–dominated optimal interaction sets on whole is called
pareto–optimal solution. The proposed method focuses in determining the pareto–
optimal set of interaction options where “relevance” and “diversity” are maximum. In
this context, relevance means how related are the interaction options, given the user
information need, while diversity is about the similarity of the interaction options to
each other. The goal of the proposed method is to find an optimal set of interaction
options that is relevant with respect to the information need but also heterogeneous
enough to allow the user to pursue diﬀerent directions, if needed.
Figure 13 demonstrates a set of non–dominated interaction option sets (portfolios) in
black dots and a set of dominated interaction option sets (portfolios) in white dots.
The dominance is based on two characteristics : Relevance (Rs) and Diversity (Ds).
The black colored dots represents interaction option sets which are non–dominated
and hence are called pareto–optimal solution sets.
5.3 Algorithm overview
The system operates through a sequence of rounds, where a set of N interaction
options is displayed at each iteration and the user must indicate which interaction
option is closer to the required information need. The user clicks on the appropriate
interaction option and then the next set of pareto optimal interaction options are
calculated. The calculation of the pareto optimal sets are described in Section 5.3.1.
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The interaction options are based on the trade–oﬀ between relevance and diversity
which are explained in Section 5.3.2.
5.3.1 Pareto eﬃciency
For choosing the non–dominated sets out of the given portfolios, the proposed
method uses pareto eﬃciency which tends to solve the multiobjective optimization
problem. Mathematically, multiobjective optimization problem can be defined as
follows:
min/max y = f(x) = (f1(x), f2(x), ..., fn(x)), (6)
where, x called as decision vector is:
x = (x1, x2..., xm) (7)
and y called as objective vector is:
y = (y1, y2..., ym) (8)
The solution set of multiobjective optimization problem consists of those decision
vectors for which the corresponding objective vectors cannot be improved in any
dimension without degrading another–these vectors. This set of solutions are known
as Pareto optimal solution sets or simple pareto sets. For given two solution sets,
a and b, a is said to be dominated by b if and only if it satisfies the following two
conditions:
8 i 2 {1, .....n}, fi(a)  fi(b) (9)
9 i 2 {1, .....n}, fi(a) < fi(b) (10)
Hence, a solution set can be called as pareto optimal solution when it is not dom-
inated by any other set in the given solution space. In this thesis, non–dominated
meant, a set which has highest relevance and highest diversity. This means that
for improving the one of the criteria, the other parameter needs to be worsened.
This set which contains all the feasible non–dominated solutions is called as pareto
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optimal set. For a given pareto set, the corresponding objective function values in
the solution space are called the pareto front.
The main goal of this multi–objective optimization algorithm lies in finding the so-
lutions in the pareto optimal set. One of the drawback of this algorithm is that the
algorithm is inherently slow because the size increases profusely. Hence, if there are
many multi–objective problems, then finding the entire pareto optimal sets is prac-
tically impossible due to its growth in size. For problems including combinatorial
optimization problems finding the optimal solutions is computationally infeasible
[KON06]. Hence, the pareto solution sets to this multi–objective optimization prob-
lem can be referred as sets which are optimal, non–dominated and at the same time
practically feasible to compute.
The goals of a multi–objective optimization should be [ZIZ00]:
1. The best–known pareto set should be a subset of the pareto optimal set and
should be as close as possible to the true pareto front.
2. Uniform distribution should be present over the best–known pareto sets. The
pareto sets should also be diversified over of the pareto front so that it provides
the decision–maker a clear overview of the corresponding trade-oﬀs.
3. The best–known pareto set in the pareto front should cover the whole spectrum
of the pareto front. This requires the investigation of the solutions which are
the extreme ends of the objective function space.
In short, the first goal is more concentrated in focusing the search on a particular
region of the pareto front. On the other hand, the second goal requires that the
search eﬀort should be uniformly distributed over the pareto front while the third
goal requires the extension of the pareto front at both extreme ends.
The algorithm used to build the pareto sets is shown in Algorithm 1. The function
BuildPareto gets called every time a user clicks an interaction option. This is because
BuildPareto is the main algorithm which builds the pareto sets i.e. the optimal
interaction options which are shown to the user on every iteration. The pareto
sets are calculated on each iteration, so that we can help the user to move towards
his/her goal. So, in each iteration the user clicks the desired interaction option and
the proposed algorithm tries to display to the user more desired options so that the
target article reaches within the top twenty rank in less number of iterations. The
desired options in each iteration is calculated with help of BuildPareto algorithm.
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Algorithm 1 BuildPareto(indexKeywords, num, c)
indexKeywords index of all interaction options in the actual dataset
num total number of interaction options needed to be displayed to the user
c matrix containing the pearson coeﬃcient of the interaction options
S empty list
initialise i to 1 i = 1
if i is less than equal to num; enter while loop
call expand function L = expand(S, indexKeywords)
call pareto fuunction S = pareto(L, indexKeywords, c)
increment i by 1
finally return S
It takes in three parameters viz. all the index numbers of all interaction options in
the actual dataset, total number of interaction options that a user needs to choose
from inorder to achieve the goal and matrix containing the pearson coeﬃcients
of all the interaction options in the dataset. The parameters are represented as
indexKeywords, num and c respectively in Algorithm 1. Then it assigns an empty
list called as S and an integer i to value 1. Until the value of i is less than the number
of interaction options required by the user, it calls two more functions expand and
pareto which are discussed in more detail later. Then it increments the value of i
by 1. Finally it returns S which contains the final pareto list of interaction options.
The BuildPareto function calls the expand function. The logic of expand function
is shown in Algorithm 2. This function takes the Pareto optimal keyword sets of
size k from the previous iteration, and expands these to produce a collection of
keyword sets of size k+1. This function mainly tries to find all possible sets as
possible solutions. It first checks the length of S, if it’s zero then it simply returns
the indexes of all the interaction options in an numpy array. If not then it enters
the for loop where it checks for s being an integer. If yes, then it converts s into
array and then appends the indexes.
The BuildPareto function calls the pareto function. The logic of pareto function is
shown in Algorithm 3. This function takes the collection of keyword sets of size k+1
(formed from the expand function), and prunes all the dominated solution sets. This
gives the Pareto optimal keyword sets of size k+1. To find the dominated interaction
options set, it first sorts the list containing the relevance and diversity values in x
and y coordinate respectively, according to the relevance using sort library from
numpy. It then assigns an integer dmax to an arbitary value for example -100000 in
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Algorithm 2 expand(indexKeywords, S)
indexKeywords index of all interaction options in the actual dataset
S list from BuildPareto function. First iteration remains empty.
if length of S is 0 then return indexKeywords as a numpy array
L empty list
for (r,d,s) in S do
if s is integer then
s = [s]
for k in indexKeywords do
if k not in s then
append s and k
else
convert s to a list
for k in indexKeywords do
if k not in s then
append s and k
finally return L
this case. Then it compares the diversity value with dmax. If the value of diversity
is greater than or equal to dmax then it assigns the value of diversity to dmax and
appends that point to S. In this case S is an empty list initially which will contain
the final pruned dominated set. Finally after all the dominated sets gets appended
to S then it returns this list S.
5.3.2 Criteria selection
The two trade–oﬀs used in finding the optimal solution in this theory are diversity
and relevance. Although the term diversity itself explains the meaning we would
discuss a more detailed meaning of this term used by the proposed method. In
this method, by diversity we mean the extend to which the interaction options
are similar to each other. There various types of diversity that are possible for a
given user information need. One type of diversity might arise due to ambiguity
in user query. For example, for a given user query “apple” a diversified result is
more favourable because few users might be interested in knowing facts about the
fruit, while some users might be interested in knowing about the company while
some user might be interested in knowing about the laptop; all of which are named
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Algorithm 3 pareto(L, indexKeywords, c)
L the value returned by expand function
indexKeywords index of all interaction options in the actual dataset
c matrix containing the pearson coeﬃcient of the interaction options
n = length of indexKeywords
call relevance and diversity function for every set returned by L
sort LL in reverse order
S = []
dmax =  100000
for (r, d, s) in LL do
if d   dmax then
dmax = d
S.append((r, d, s))
return S
as “apple”. Another type of diversity might be favourable for cases where users
might be interested in diﬀerent aspects of the same information. For example, for
a given information need “books” one might be interested in e–books, one might
be interested in knowing paper format books, one might be interested in knowing
story books while other might be more interested in knowing about course books.
Even in course books, story books there are various scenarios of topic diversity
and so on. Hence, by taking diversity into account we avoid redundancy from the
solution set. It brings novelty in the interaction options and hence the interaction
options are more useful for users from various background and various information
need. It covers more wider aspects of interaction options and provides the user the
freedom to go to various directions. Diversity can be ideal for cases where a single
result is not satisfactory or users require various aspects of a same information
need or users wants to learn about various possible aspects for a given information
need. Hence, we have taken diversity as one of the deciding factor for finding the
optimal interaction options. Here, we have used the analogy of MPT with navigating
information spaces in IR. Just as MPT, says that it is always a good idea to invest in
stocks of various companies other rather than a single company, while creating the
portfolio of stocks. This is because if one invest stocks in a single company and that
company closes or goes down then the investor will loose all of the invested money.
On the other hand, if one invests in various companies then the probability that all
the companies will go down or will close down in fairly less. Here, we have created
a similar analogy with our navigation problem. If we display to the user interaction
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options which are similar to each other then a user find all of them irrelevant as
the interaction options are similar. On the other hand, if we display to the user
diversified interaction options then out of all the interaction options displayed, the
probability of finding atleast one or more than one similar option is very high.
We have calculated diversity based on the coeﬃcient value of the interaction options
in each of the optimal solution set returned by pareto function and have taken an
average of them only incase the length of set returned by pareto is equal to 1. Since,
we are calculating diversity we finally return the value as shown below.
Return
8<: (avgr ⇤ avgr) + 1, if length of s = 1 1 ⇤ r, otherwise
where, avgr is the average of all the coeﬃcient values of the interaction options
contained in the set returned by pareto function. r is the summation of all the
pearson coeﬃcient values of interaction options contained in the set returned by
pareto function. If length of pareto set is equal to 1 then it calculates the sum of the
pearson coeﬃcient from the pearson matrix. Then it takes the average and returns
the negative value of the square of the average. In addition, we sum 1 with the
return value so that the value lies between 0 and 1. If the value of s is greater than
1 then we calculate the sum of pearson coeﬃcients of all the rows expect for the
diagonals in the pearson matrix. Finally we return the negative value as we want
the value to be diversified.
At the same time, we have also taken into consideration that the interaction options
should not be so diversified that it shows entirely diﬀerent options than that needed
by the users. For example, consider the case where a user is searching for some
document related to human computer interaction and the interaction options are
being shown from various study fields like history, geography, physics, chemistry
and so on. In this case, it is indeed more beneficial to show user various interaction
options from computer science like “machine learning”, “networking”, “big data” and
so on, so that our method learns that in which particular sub–field of computer
science the user is more interested in. Hence, the interaction should have a balance
between both diversity and relevance, so that the optimal interaction options should
be diversified and yet not to such an extend that they are completely irrelevant to
user information need. Hence, we tried to create a balance between diversity and
relevance. In this context, by relevance we mean the extend to which the interaction
options are related, given user information need. Relevance is an important aspect
of information retrieval. There are various kinds of relevance. System relevance can
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be defined as similarity of the user query with the retrieved documents i.e. simply
matching the keywords with the texts in the documents. This type of relevance is
easier to define and measure. For example, the meaning of a word can be inferred
by using advanced linguistic methods. One of the drawback of this relevance is often
it might not contain useful information due to vocabulary mismatch problem. Rel-
evance can also be user oriented i.e. the extend to which a user finds the retrieved
documents useful given his/her information need. Relevance can be based on sit-
uation also i.e. based on the task or problem a user is trying to achieve or solve.
Relevance is also based on the motivation or objective of the user. In this method
we are more concerned on the relevance of the interaction options with respect to
the user information need. We have calculated relevance based on the summation
of the coeﬃcient score of the regression model. We have taken coeﬃcient score into
account as in every iteration the user clicks the desired interaction option which
provides a feedback as to which interaction options are more relevant with respect
to user information need. The calculation is done as shown below:
relevance = relevance + score
where score is the coeﬃcient score from the regression model, relevance is initially
initialised to zero.
One of the main challenges of this thesis lies in determining the extend to which
relevance and diversity should be normalised. Hence, we decided to experiment
with various weighted–sum values of relevance and diversity which we will refer as
w in this thesis. As discussed in the above paragraphs that choosing the right
interaction option from the various optimal solutions is dependent on the relevance
and diversity. We don’t exactly know the user preference i.e. the extend to which
users will prefer relevant interaction options and the extend to which users will prefer
diversified interaction options. Hence, we decided to create a deciding factor w and
run simulations with various values to find out the best suitable value of w. The
more detailed explanation of the simulations is provided in Section 7.1.
5.3.3 Regression model
Regression is a term related to statistics where we can find cause and eﬀect rela-
tionship between dependent and independent variables. Regression model can be
both linear and multivariate. A least square linear regression predicts the value of
a dependent variable say Y based on the value of an independent variable say X.
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This is also known as simple regression. To calculate simple regression the following
conditions must be satisfied:
• The dependent variable Y should bear a linear relationship with the indepen-
dent variable X. To verify the relationship, a scatter plot can be drawn with
X and Y axis. If the scatter plot is linear and the residual plot has a random
pattern then the linearity is verified.
• The probability distribution of Y, for given values of X should be always have
a constant standard deviation (generally represented as  ). If this condition is
satisfies, then the variability of the residuals should be relatively constant for
any given value of X which can be easily verified with help of residual plot.
• For any given value of X, the values of Y should be independent (as mentioned
above, a random pattern in residual plot can be used to verify the condition).
• For any given value of X, the Y values should be normally distributed. A
slight deviation from symmetry can be there, provided the sample size is large
enough.
Simple regression model can be represented by Equation 11 :
Y = BX + U (11)
where, Y represents the matrix of dependent variable, X represents the matrix of
independent variable, B is the coeﬃcients that is to be calculated and U represents
the error matrix containing errors or noise.
For multivariate regression, there are many independent variable and only one de-
pendent variable. The model can be represented as shown in Equation 12:
Yi =  0 +  1Xi1 +  2Xi2 + ......+  pXip + ✏i (12)
where each of p predictor variables have n levels. xi,j will have ith level of jth
predictor variable xj. For example, x2,1 represents second level of first predictor
variable. Observations, y1, y2, ... can be expressed as shown:
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y1 =  0 +  1X11 +  2X12 + ......+  pX1p + ✏1
y2 =  0 +  1X21 +  2X22 + ......+  pX2p + ✏2
......................................................
yn =  0 +  1Xn1 +  2Xn2 + ......+  pXnp + ✏n
To calculate the regression model we need to calculate   for each nth level which
can be calculated by the following formula shown in Equation 13:
  = (X 0X) 1X 0y (13)
where, X is the matrix formed by taking all the values of Xi,j, y is the matrix formed
by all values of yi and   is the matrix formed by all values of  i as shown below:
0BBBB@
1 x11 x12 . . . x1n
1 x21 x22 . . . x2n
. . . . . . .
1 xn1 xn2 . . . xnn
1CCCCA
above matrix shows X and y is represented as:0BBBB@
y1
y2
.
yn
1CCCCA
and   is represented as: 0BBBB@
 1
 2
.
 n
1CCCCA
In most cases,  0 is taken as 1. In the proposed method, we have also taken the
value of  0 as 1 in all nth levels. Equation 13 minimises the squared error between
the actual dependent variable and the prediction given by the regression model.
Finally, we replace all the variables of Equation 11 with actual values and calculate
the regression model. In the proposed method, we are calculating the regression
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model for every k iteration. We have used NumPy and SciPy library to calculate
the model. The algorithm used for the regression model is shown in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4 Regression(X, Z, positionKeyword, rows)
X the term–document matrix saved in disk
Z array of 0 values of size equal to no. of rows of term–document matrix
positionKeyword position of clicked interaction options in the actual dataset
rows an empty array of size equal to no. of rows in term–document matrix
Y  the columns of clicked interaction options.
Z  the sum of all the columns of Y.
F  reshapes Z to fit the model.
X  X - Y, remove the columns of clicked keywords from X
X1 transpose of X.
use lsqr from scipy to calculate the regression coeﬃcients coeffbeta.
return X, Z, coeffbeta
The regression function takes in four parameters viz. the term–document matrix
saved in disk, an array containing 0 values of size equal to number of rows of term–
document matrix, position of clicked interaction options in the actual dataset, an
empty array of size equal to number of rows in term–document matrix. These are
represented as X, Z, positionKeyword, rows respectively. Then we separate out
columns of interaction options which have been clicked by user in each iteration
which is represented by Y. Then we do an addition operation on the matrix Y
to finally get our dependent variable Z. Inorder, make it equal to the matrix of
independent variables we do a reshaping represented by F. Then we delete the
columns from X which had the clicked interaction options. Then we take a transpose
of X, represented by X1 so that it matches our regression model. Finally, we use
lsqr i.e. least–squares solution to calculate the regression model. The coeﬃcients
obtained from the calculation as stored in coeff . Finally we return the processed
independent matrix (X), the dependent matrix (Z) and the coeﬃcient matrix  
(coeffbeta).
5.4 Preprocessing
In order to speed up the time it takes to perform one iteration using our interac-
tion portfolio method, we pre–compute the tf–idf matrix and the matrix containing
the pearson coeﬃcients of all interaction options from before and store it in our
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server. We also pre–compute the extraction of all possible interaction options and
corresponding article titles. Since our dataset consisted the data from ACM digital
library, each article had very few keywords related to it. So we did a pre–matching
of the all interaction options with the title and abstract of each article. This pre–
matching was done with help of Natural Language Processing library and stopwords
removal discussed in more detail in the following section. We also tried stemming
inorder to avoid redundant interaction options but later on decided to remove it.
This step is done oﬀ–line. The aim of the pre–processing step is to keep the time
needed for the on–line calculations almost independent of the linear increase in the
size of the database.
5.4.1 Data Extraction
As a first step, we collected data from 50 thousand documents from the Digital
Libraries of the Association of Computing Machinery (ACM). The documents con-
tained information about title, abstract, keywords, author names, publication year
and publication forum. Since, we were interested in documents only from Human
Factors in Computing Systems (ACM CHI) conference we extracted the documents
whose conference was Human Factors in Computing Systems. Since, the original
data was in XML [BPS98] format and our main programming language used in this
thesis is Python [ROSS91], so we used XML parser in Python to process and extract
the desired data. After the data extract from the conference of Human Factors in
Computing Systems, we analysed the data and saw that all the articles didn’t had
information about both abstract and keywords. Few articles had information about
only abstract and no keywords; few had information about only keywords and no
abstract while few had information about both abstract and keywords. Since, key-
words played an important role in our theory so we couldn’t aﬀord to insert articles
which lacked keywords information. On the other hand, we also needed information
about abstract so that users could have an understanding about the target article
in the user task. Hence, we couldn’t aﬀord to take in articles in our dataset which
lacked information about articles. So, we further pre–processed our dataset to filter
out articles from the ACM CHI conference which had both keywords and articles.
After applying two filters, our main dataset contained approximately 6000 articles
from ACM CHI conference, each of which had information about the following:
1. ArticleId (Important criteria to identify the articles with unique id number
both in server side and in client side)
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2. Title (Present in all articles to identify the articles uniquely in client side)
3. Abstract (Present in all articles to get more detailed overview about the target
article in the user task in client side)
4. Keywords (Plays an important role. These are the interaction options which
users interact to find the target article in fewer clicks)
5. Author (Not so useful in this case)
6. Publication year (Not so useful in this case)
7. Publisher name (Not so useful in this case)
8. Volume (Not so useful in this case)
9. Conference name (this was be default ACM CHI as we already applied a
filtering before)
5.4.2 Natural Language Processing
We tried an initial regression model with the filtered dataset. Unfortunately, the
number of keywords associated with each article in the filtered dataset was too few.
Hence if a user tried to find a article by some other keywords than that appeared
in the keyword set then it was impossible to find that article. For example, below
is a sample abstract from the article Motion-pointing target selection using elliptical
motions [FEK09]:
We present a novel method called motion-pointing for selecting a set of visual items
such as push-buttons without actually pointing to them. Instead, each potential target
displays a rhythmically animated point we call the driver. To select a specific item,
the user only has to imitate the motion of its driver using the input device. Once
the motion has been recognized by the system, the user can confirm the selection
to trigger the action. We consider cyclic motions on an elliptic trajectory with a
specific period, and study the most eﬀective methods for real-time matching such a
trajectory, as well as the range of parameters a human can reliably reproduce. We
then show how to implement motion-pointing in real applications using an interaction
technique we call move-and-stroke. Finally, we measure the throughput and error
rate of move-and-stroke in a controlled experiment. We show that the selection time
is linearly proportional to the number of input bits conveyed up to 6 bits, confirming
that motion-pointing is a practical input method.
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The above article has the following keywords from the dataset: alternative input,
harmonic motion, oscillatory motion. So, if a user tries to find this article using in-
teraction option “motion” or “user” or “real applications”, “interaction”, “experiment”
then it is diﬃcult for them to find the target article even though they are in the right
direction and the interaction options appears in our dataset. Hence, we decided to
do a matching of the all the interaction options available in our dataset with the
“titles” and “abstract” of each article. In order to match the interaction options with
the available titles and abstract we needed to use a technique of extracting terms
from full text of abstract and titles. In order to extracting meaningful terms from
text, we applied Natural Language Processing approach.
Natural Language Processing [CHO03] is an research area which aims in developing
and analysing various tools and techniques to understand how computers can be
used to manipulate raw text or speech. These tools and techniques can be used to
make computers understand and manipulate natural text to perform certain tasks.
Natural Language Processing techniques are used for various linguistic analysis.
According to Liddy [LID98] it can be classified in seven levels. The levels are:
1. Phonological : This deals with speech and sounds across words. There are often
phonological ambiguity present across words. This type of ambiguity arise
when a single word has multiple meanings. For example the word “pounds”
can mean both weight measurement and currency.
2. Morphological : This deals with the analysis of the structure and formation
of terms. It analyses the suﬃx, prefix and roots of terms. It is very common
in IR systems. It is also sometimes referred as “morpheme”. For example, the
word “unbeleivable” can be divided into three parts: “un”, “beleive” and “able”.
3. Lexical : This deals with the vocabulary or meaning of each word.
4. Syntactic : This deals with the grammatical portion of the sentence or word.
It requires both grammar and parser to analyse the text. It can be of very
low–level like tagging each word of a phrase to it’s corresponding parts of
speech or can of high–level like recovering a structural analysis that identifies
the dependency between each predicate in the sentence and its explicit and
implicit arguments. Whether it’s tagging or doing parsing the algorithms needs
to be carefully chosen to handle ambiguity.
5. Semantic : This deals with meanings of phrases. It also takes care of dis-
ambiguity of words in context. This takes into account the compositional and
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quantification structure of language.
6. Discourse : This deals in interpreting structure and meaning of texts which
are larger than a sentence. This analyser generally needs to know about the
language.
7. Pragmatic : This requires external knowledge to explain the extra meaning of
a text. It tries to understand the purpose of the word with the context. It is
quite complex as it requires knowledge beyond the scope of the word.
Figure 14 shows the schematic view of natural language processing. The two boxes
on the left–hand side represents the corpus before and after processing. The corpus
contains the paragraph or is a collection of paragraphs or texts which needs to
be processed by techniques used by natural language processing. The tools and
techniques used by natural language processor are shown in the right–hand side in
yellow colored box.
Tokenization [MAN08] is the process of breaking down sentences into individual
pieces called tokens. It separates punctuations from the sentences. Following is an
example showing the function of tokenizer.
Input sentence : Hi! How are you?
Output tokens : Hi How are you
These boxes in the output are referred as tokens. Tokenization is done by locating
word boundaries. Ending point of a word and beginning of the next word is called
word boundaries. Tokenization is sometimes also referred as word segmentation. To-
kenization also varies according to the type of language it is applied to. For example,
in English and French languages, words are mostly separated by white spaces. While
in languages like Chinese and Thai words doesnot have clear separation. Hence, lan-
guages like Chinese and Thai requires extra lexical and morphological information
for tokenizing. Hence, it requires the knowledge of language of the document to be
tokenized to be known from beforehand. This is because even for languages like
English, there certain cases which are tricky. For example, for a sentence like the
following:
Input : I love to read books of O’Reilly though I haven’t read much.
The above sentence is a bit tricky to tokenize due to the following words: O’Reilly
and haven’t. For the word O’Reilly there many plausible tokens like: Reilly ,
O’Reilly , O’ Reilly , O Reilly . Similarly, for haven’t plausible tokens can
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Figure 14: Schematic view of a corpus getting processed by techniques of natural
language processing.
be: haven’t , havent , have n’t , haven t. If we try to simply split the
alpha–numeric characters then O Reilly might seem okay but haven t doesn’t.
There various libraries available for tokenization. We have used Natural Language
Toolkit (NLTK) [BIR01] to tokenize the abstract and title of each article. NLTK
contains a collection of Python based libraries and programs which can be used to
apply the techniques of NLP in actual texts. This platform is compatible with Mac
OS X, Linux and Windows. In this thesis, we have used tokenization in title and
abstract of each article.
Stop–words removal [MAN08] consists of removing most commonly occurring key-
words from vocabulary which are of less importance while matching with user query
or a desired corpus. These stop–words are contained in a list which is known as stop
list. The strategy to create a stop list is to first sort the words by it’s frequency of
occurrence in the document collection and take the words which are most frequent
as a stop list. The words occurring in this stop list are discarded during indexing.
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A stop list in English may contain the following words [FOX89]:
• Question words: where, what, when, etc.
• Preposition: of, from, at, on, in, etc.
• Pronoun: the, he, this, those, them, etc.
• Most frequently occurring words in English: go, have, like, would, keep, etc.
• Similar words with or diﬀerent versions of most frequent occurring words:
went, had, gone, liked, etc.
• All single letter words: from a to z.
• All above words with prefix and suﬃx.
Stemming [MAN08] refers to chopping of words or removing the aﬃxes inorder to
create a match between diﬀerent variations of the same word. A single word might
have diﬀerent variations or used as diﬀerent parts of speech. For example, walk,
walked, walks and walking comes from the root word walk but is used as diﬀerent
parts of speech. Hence, in IR system we always need a similarity in user information
and the data in the database. So, we use stemming algorithm to find the root
word out of the diﬀerent variations. There various stemming algorithms available
which works similarly but are yet diﬀerent from each other. We will shortly discuss
the various stemming algorithms available and then concentrate on the stemming
algorithm that have been used in this thesis. Figure 15 shows a schematic diagram
of various stemming algorithms.
Figure 15: Schematic view of types of stemming algorithms.
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Truncating method of stemming are more concerned in removing the suﬃxes and
prefixes of a word. A basic truncating type of stemmer might work by removing
the word after the n-th symbol. In this case, words shorter than n-th length are
kept the same. Example of this type of stemmer include: Lovin stemmer, Porter
stemmer, Husk stemmer and Dawson stemmer. In the proposed method, we have
used Porter stemmer which we will discuss in more detail later.
Statistical method of stemming includes implementing statistical techniques be-
fore applying stemming. For example, N –grams stemmer takes in a number n which
is typically of value 2 or 3. It then extracts n consecutive characters from the word.
The logic behind this stemming is that similar words will have more N –grams in
common. For example, the word COMPUTERS results in the generation of the
digrams
*C, CO, OM, MP, PU, UT, TE, ER, RS, S*
and the trigrams
**C, *CO, COM, OMP, MPU, PUT, UTE, TER, ERS, RS*, S**
where ’*’ denotes a padding space. There are n+1 such digrams and n+2 such
trigrams in a word containing n characters. Other example of this type of stemming
method include HMM and YASS.
Mixed method contains many types of stemmer like derivational, corpus based
and context sensitive stemmers. This method involves some morphology analysis
like word variants might be related to singular/plural, gender specific (depends on
language). Sometimes the word variants are also related to parts–of–speech or con-
text of the word in the sentence. In this type, Krovetz Stemmer is quite commonly
used.
Porter stemmer [POR97] is one of the most widely used stemming language in
English. The explanation of the whole algorithm is beyond the scope of this thesis
but we will describe the main logic of the algorithm with examples. This algo-
rithm consists of five phases of word reductions. Each phase inturn has a variety of
conventions to select rules. For example:
Rule :
1. SESS -> SS
2. IES -> I
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3. SS -> SS
4. S ->
Corresponding example of the above rules:
1. caresses -> caress
2. ponies -> poni
3. caress -> caress
4. dogs -> dog
Few rules are depandent on the size of the word represented as m. For example in
the below rule:
Rule:
(m>0) EED -> EE
Here, the size of m should be greater than 0. So for word feed it will keep it to
“feed” as if we remove the suﬃx “eed” from the word “feed” then we have only “f” left
while it will stem the word “agreed” to “agree” as if we remove the suﬃx “eed” then
we have more than 1 letter left. For implementing porter stemmer in our algorithm,
we used the porter stemmer build–in library of NLTK.
5.4.3 Term Frequency and Inverse Document Frequency
Term frequency and inverse document frequency [MAN08] also known as tf–idf is
widely used in IR systems. In the proposed method, tf–idf plays an important role
while calculating the scores of the regression model. Hence, in this section we will
discuss the definition of tf–idf in more detail.
Tf–idf value is a weight which shows the importance of a word with respect to a
collection of documents or corpus. The importance is dependant on the number of
times a word appears in the document and the frequency of the word in the corpus.
Tf–idf weights are generally used by IR systems as a tool to calculate the score and
rank of a document’s relevance for a given user query. To calculate tf–idf weight we
need the following two values:
• term frequency (tf)
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• inverse document frequency (idf)
Term frequency also known as tf represents the number of times a word appears in
a document, divided by the total number of words in that document. It represents
the frequency of the term in the document. Since, the length of the corpus might
vary, so in a corpus having huge length of words, a term might appear quite often
while in shorter documents the frequency of the word might be less. So, to normalize
the value, tf is divided by the length of the document. The following Equation 14
shows the tf calculation formula:
tf(t) =
No. of times term t appears in a document
Total no. of terms in the document
(14)
Inverse document frequency also known as idf is calculated by computing the log-
arithm of the number of the documents in the corpus divided by the number of
documents where the specific term appears. Idf provides an overview of the impor-
tance of the term with respect to a given corpus. There might be words like “is”,
“an”, “that” which might be of less importance but might occur quite frequently in a
corpus. Hence, idf is calculated to lower down the weight of those terms. Equation
15 shows the idf formula:
idf(t) = log
total number of documents
number of documents with term t in it
(15)
Finally the tf–idf is calculated as a multiplication of both tf and idf as shown in
Equation 16:
idf(t) = tf ⇤ idf (16)
In the proposed method, we have calculated tf–idf values to find the weight of all
the interaction options with respect to each of the articles in the dataset. It helps
to determine which interaction option is more important and which is not. After,
getting the tf–idf values we further created a term–document matrix. A term–
document matrix is a matrix which contains the number of times a particular term
occurred in the documents of the given corpus. In this matrix the row represents
the terms and the columns represents the documents in the corpus. Table 2 shows
an example of a term–document matrix. The rows are represented by set R =
{r1, r2, r3, ......., rn} where n represents the total number of interaction options in
dataset. ri represents the individual interaction option. For example, in Table 2
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Table 2: A sample corpus showing example of term–document matrix.
doc1 doc2 doc3 doc4 doc5 doc6 doc7 doc8
user tf–idf tf–idf 0 tf–idf 0 0 0 tf–idf
usability tf–idf 0 tf–idf 0 tf–idf 0 tf–idf 0
multi–touch 0 tf–idf tf–idf 0 0 tf–idf 0 tf–idf
tangible interface 0 0 tf–idf 0 0 0 0 0
user, usability, multi–touch and tangible interface are interaction options. Similarly,
the columns are represented by set C = {c1, c2, c3, ......., cn} where n represents the
total number of documents in dataset. ci represents the individual document. For
example, in Table 2 first column represents document 1, second column represents
document 2 and so on.
5.4.4 Pearson Correlation
Correlation [STI89] can be defined as the statistical relationship between two data
sets or two random variables. The value of the coeﬃcient of measurement ranges
from -1 to +1. A value of -1 would indicate that the two variables are negatively
correlated while a value of +1 indicates positive correlation between them. A value
of 0 would indicate that the two variables are not correlated to each other. Figure
16 shows the graphs of how the correlation between two variables might look like
with diﬀerent coeﬃcients. The graph on the left side shows negative correlation
(typically value -1). The graph on the middle shows no correlation (typically value
-0). The graph on the right side shows positive correlation (typically value +1).
The most common correlation coeﬃcient used is Pearson correlation [PEA95], some-
times also called as linear or product–moment correlation. This coeﬃcient value
is independent of units of measurements like the correlation for two variables say
weight and height is independent of whether the measurement units is in inches and
pounds, or centimetres and kilograms. If a slop can be plotted against two variables
in a graph then the variables are said to be highly correlated. This slop is often
called as regression line of least squares line. The measurement of the two variables
is done on at least interval scales. The formula to calculate the pearson coeﬃcient
is shown in Equation 17. Suppose, there are two datasets X and Y each having n
number of variables represented as xi and yi where i = 1,2,3,......,n then the sample
correlation coeﬃcient can be calculated as:
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Figure 16: Graphs showing diﬀerent coeﬃcients of correlation. The graph on the
left side shows negative correlation (typically value -1). The graph on the middle
shows no correlation (typically value -0). The graph on the right side shows positive
correlation (typically value +1).
rx,y =
Pn
i=1(xi   x¯)(yi   y¯)
(n  1)sxsy (17)
where x and y are the sample means of X and Y, and sx and sy are the sample
standard deviations of X and Y.
In the proposed method, we have used pearson coeﬃcient to calculate the correlation
between the interaction options with each other. We have used the built–in library
of SciPy [OLI12] called scipy.stats.pearsonr to calculate the pearson coeﬃcients.
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6 Framework overview
To verify our proposed method we had developed a framework underlying the pro-
posed algorithms. The main aim of this framework is to verify whether the proposed
method works according to our predictions. In this chapter, we will provide a de-
tailed overview of the developed framework. Section 6.1 provides an overview of the
implementation of the framework. Section 6.2 provides an overview of the design
patterns used in this framework. Section 6.3 provides the detailed specifications
related to the developed framework. Section 6.4 provides an overview of the ar-
chitecture that have been used to develop this framework. Section 6.5 provides an
overview of the message format used to communicate between the client and server
in the developed framework.
6.1 Framework implementation
The main aim of the proposed method was to ease the navigating task of the users.
Users often get lost of disoriented while navigating in a complex information space.
In order, to ease the task of finding desired user information we proposed Interaction
Portfolio Theory. One way of verifying the method, was to develop a framework
which would deploy our proposed method and test the final results. Since, we were
proposing a new method of navigation trying out diﬀerent approaches, with slight
changes in the underlying algorithm, was one of the key point of this thesis. This was
to verify and find out which approach was best suitable users. Now, to simulate the
user information finding scenario a working framework was essential part. Hence,
we had developed a framework for this thesis. The framework was developed so that
a particular user task could be achieved so that we can verify our proposed method.
The detailed description of the user task is described in Section 7.1.
Figure 17 shows the user interface of the developed framework. On the left hand
side the target article with it’s title is displayed. The abstract of the article is
shown in the yellow box. We are displaying the abstract, so that users can have a
more detailed overview of the target article. Hence, users will have the knowledge
of the required information need. The 10 keywords below the abstract does not
belong to the target article displayed. These keywords are the optimal interaction
options derived from the proposed algorithm underlying. These interaction options
are click–able in the sense that users can interact with them to move forward towards
finding the desired article. The top 20 articles from our dataset are displayed on the
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Figure 17: User interface of the developed framework.
right hand side of the user interface shown in light blue color boxes. These articles
act as a feedback to the user, in the sense that by reading the article titles users
are able to predict whether they are moving in the right direction or in the wrong
path. The rank of the target article is also displayed on the top of the interface.
This enhances the users’ prediction about the task completion. Finally, on the top
right corner there is a logout button, which a user can interact to log out from the
current framework, one user task is completed.
6.2 Design principles
This thesis is more emphasised on the underlying theory on which the framework
is build but since this thesis falls in the cross intersection of Human Computer
Interaction and IR research area we had taken care of fundamentals of user interface
design guidelines and search user interface design guidelines.
The user interface follows Norman’s [NOR02] design guidelines. One of the design
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Figure 18: The red color rectangle highlights the area where Norman’s visibility
and aﬀordance design principles have been taken into account.
principles suggested by Norman includes visibility. This principle states that the
more visible are the functions of an application or product, the more easier it be-
comes for new–bie users to use it. The functionality of the system or application
should be visible enough so that users know the next step to move forward towards
achieving their goal. While developing the framework we have taken this principle
into account. Figure 18 shows that whenever a user points the mouse over the inter-
action options, like privacy methodologies in this case, the color of that particular
box changes to green. Another design principle proposed by Norman is aﬀordance.
This principle says that the system should in such a way which would allow users to
know how to use a system like push, pull or click. In the developed framework, the
mouse cursor changes to hand sign whenever user hovers the mouse over interaction
options which bears the aﬀordance of being clicked. the mouse cursor changes to
hand icon. These visibility helps the user to understand that, that particular inter-
action option is click–able and he/she can interact with the system by clicking on
the desired interaction option. Similar design principles have been maintained in
the logout button as shown in Figure 19.
Another principle of Norman includes feedback which states that whenever a user
performs some action there should some feedback given to the user to ensure that the
user had performed the action correctly. The feedback can be visual cues or audio
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Figure 19: The red color rectangle highlights the area where Norman’s visibility
and aﬀordance design principles have been taken into account.
or tactile feedback. In the developed framework whenever user clicks an interaction
option, a spinning wheel pops up on the top middle of the interface. The spinning
wheel ensures the user that an interaction option has been clicked and the iterations
are being performed. Figure 20 points out in red line the exact position of the
spinning wheel which acts as a feedback to user action. The spinning wheel starts
rotating whenever a user clicks an interaction option. It goes on rotating until it gets
reply from server. Whenever, new reply arrives from server side the spinning wheel
disappears indicating the user that the interface has been updated with new results.
Once the user interface gets updated with new results the spinning wheel disappears
as shown in Figure 17. Also when the user clicks the logout button a logout message
is displayed to the user to ensure that the user has successfully logged out of the
system as shown in Figure 21.
Figure 20: The red color rectangle highlights the area where Norman’s feedback
design principle have been taken into account. The spinning wheel ensures the user
that an interaction option has been clicked and the iterations are being updated.
One more principle suggested by Norman consistency. Having consistency in the
system is of absolute necessary so that users know how to use the system. Like
traditional search engine interfaces consists of a query box where users can type the
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Figure 21: On clicking the logout button, the framework provides visual feedback to
the user that the user has performed the action successfully. It follows the Norman’s
feedback design principle.
required information. In the developed framework we have maintained consistency
of information retrieval user interface. The resultant articles are displayed one after
the other in a column as highlighted in Figure 22. The title of the target article
is displayed first and then the abstract is displayed as shown in Figure 17. The
interaction options appears in a collection together as occurs in web interfaces where
clues can be selected or de–selected. The scroll bar provides the user the feedback
that the articles can be scrolled down. The scroll bar appears in–place as in web
browsers.
6.3 Framework specifications
At present, the system is hosted in the hand server of Helsinki Institute for Infor-
mation Technology HIIT in the following URL:
http://hand.hiit.fi/PortfolioTestFolder/Pareto_V3/finalUI.html.
The developed Framework can be viewed best in Chrome. It has certain system
requirements to be able to be tested in local machine. The system requirements
are:
• Apache HTTP server installed
• Python installed
• PHP 5 installed
The framework is developed in Mac OS X. The following paragraphs will provide a
short description of the above mentioned technologies used to develop the framework.
HTML5 is the fifth version of Hypertext markup language used for structuring and
displaying content on web browser. Compared to the previous versions of markup
language it has many additional features. It allows development of more diversed and
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Figure 22: The search results appears in a column one after the other in a series as
in traditional search engines. The scroll bar is also in same place as in web–browsers.
It follows the Norman’s consistency design principle.
powerful web development. The new features include semantics, connectivity, oﬄine
and storage, multimedia, 2D/3D graphics and eﬀects, performance and integration,
device access and new styling features. These features met the requirements of the
framework. We used localstorage to store article information locally on the client’s
computer. The design on the interface of the framework have been done using CSS
styling scripts. The client side scripting is done with HTML and HTML5. The main
function calls are done using Javascript.
Apache HTTP server [MCC95] is one of the most commonly used web server. It is
open source and compatible with almost all operating systems. The current release
is Apache httpd 2.4.10 version.
PHP 5 [LER95] is the follow–up version of PHP with additional features. It is
server–side scripting language used mainly for web development. It is processed by
an interpreter which is implemented via common gateway interface. The server side
scripting have been done using PHP and Python. We used Python as PHP didn’t
had built–in module for regression which was an essential part of the developed
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algorithm.
6.4 Framework architecture
Figure 23: Client–server model of developed framework.
The developed framework follows the traditional client–server architecture. Figure
23 shows a detailed overview of the client–server model. The work–flow of the
client–server architecture steps are explained below:
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1. When the user logs in the above URL, the OnLoad.html page starts the ses-
sion and enters the desired value of w. w plays a pre–dominant role in the
proposed method because it determines the degree to which the results should
be diversed and relevant. A more detailed explanation of w is presented in
Section 7.1.
2. Then the client sends the value of w in JSON format via AJAX call to
Main.php
3. On receiving the request, Main.php extracts the value of w and calls Main.py
for article information.
4. Main.py in–turn fetches article information from the dataset stored on the
server side.
5. The dataset then sends the target article information back to Main.py. How
the target article is chosen is explained in Section 7.1.
6. Then Main.py calculates the optimal interaction options with help of the pro-
posed interaction portfolio theory.
7. The resultant results are send back to Main.py.
8. Main.py then creates a JSON result with the sessionId, article information,
interaction options and articles ranking and sends back to Main.php.
9. Main.php then sends this JSON result back to OnLoad.html.
10. OnLoad.html performs two actions on this time. It parses the JSON and
displays the target article information, interaction options and article rankings
to the user.
11. In parallel, it also stores the article information with articleID and sessionID
in the local storage of client’s computer for fetching information in later iter-
ations.
12. The user reads to target article information and then chooses the desired
interaction option to move forward towards the goal.
13. On receiving the clicked interaction option, Display.html creates a JSON mes-
sage and sends back to the server via AJAX.
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14. Then Steps 3 to 8 gets repeated i.e. Main.php again extracts and sends the
clicked interaction option to Main.py. The server calculates the optimal in-
teraction options and new ranking of target article with help of interaction
portfolio theory and sends results back to the client which in–turn displays it
to the user. This time the JSON reply from server is send to Display.html .
15. One extra step that takes place in the subsequent iterations is that Dis-
play.html fetches target article information from the local storage.
16. The localstorage sends back the article information and session id to Dis-
play.html.
17. Display.html updates the user with updated results and target article infor-
mation is still in–place.
18. After K number of iterations, when the user feels that the required information
has been found, the user clicks the logout button.
19. Then Logout.html sends an end session message to the server side which ends
and destroys the current session.
20. A logout message is displayed to the user indicating that he/she has success-
fully logged out of the system as shown in Figure 21.
All the function calls on the client side is done through the Display.js script. It is
the main javascript file on the client side.
6.5 Message
The message communication between the client–server is done with help of AJAX.
AJAX also known as Asynchronous Javascript XML is a front–end web technology
used for message communication between client and server. It uses XMLHttpRe-
quest to communicate with the server side scripts. The message format can be in
form of JSON, XML, HTML or text files. The key feature of AJAX is it’s “ayn-
chronous” nature which allows to update certain parts of a web page without having
to reload it. The two key features include:
• Make requests to the server without reloading the page
• Receive and work with data received from server
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HTTP request used in AJAX can be either GET, POST, HEAD, PUT or DELETE.
The default message type in AJAX is GET. GET is generally used to get information
from server side. Hence, we have used in our initial onLoad() function, to request
target article information, initial interaction options and rankings from server. From
second iteration, we are using POST method. This is because we are sending the
interaction option clicked by the user to update the interface with new set of the
optimal interaction options and rankings of articles. Generally, it is said that GET
is more secured method of communication than POST. Understanding, the security
methods is out of scope of this thesis.
We have used JSON to send and receive message between client and server. JSON
is also commonly known as JavaScript Object Notation. Figure 23 shows that there
are four JSON messages being exchange between the client and the server. The
initial JSON send by OnLoad.html, in Step 2, with help of functions called from
Display.js is:
{
"w_value " : 0 . 5 ,
"keywords " : [ " I n i t i a l " ] ,
" counter " :0
}
“w_value” contains the desired extend of balance between relevance and diversity in
the interaction options. A detailed explanation of “w_value” is given in Section 7.1.
The “keywords” contain the array of clicked interaction option. Since, initially when
the user enters the framework there is no interaction option displayed that a user
can click, so it is kept as “initial”. “counter” contains the current iteration number.
It’s value will range from 0 to K.
The first JSON reply from server in Step 9 is:
{
"keywords " : [
{
" s co r e " : 0 .29030703957868 ,
"keyword " : " pub l i c po l i c y "
} ,
{
" s co r e " : 0 .32697017003997 ,
"keyword " : " pr ivacy methodolog ies "
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} ,
. . . .
] ,
" t a r g e t_a r t i c l e_de t a i l s " : {
" con f e r ence " : {" country " : USA, " c i t y " : Atlanta } ,
" a r t i c l e_ i d " :" bc813bb7abed8d7acd41397e6c332c02 " ,
" t i t l e " : " Standard iz ing pr ivacy no t i c e s . . . . " ,
" ab s t r a c t " : " Ea r l i e r work has shown that . . . " ,
" do i " : 10 .1145/1753326 .1753561 ,
"URL" : . . . ,
" year " : 2010 ,
"keywords " : { . . . . }
} ,
" t a r g e t_a r t i c l e " : {
" s co r e " : 0 .18631611413249 ,
" rank" : 90
} ,
" a r t i c l e s " : [
{
" s co r e " : 0 .52168491283605 ,
" t i t l e " : "A study o f p r e f e r e n c e s f o r . . . "
} ,
{
" s co r e " : 0 .47425914969132 ,
" t i t l e " : "CHI po l i c y i s s u e s around the world"
} ,
. . . .
]
}
“keywords” is an array of size ten. It contains the calculated optimal interaction
options and their corresponding score. The interaction options are shuﬄed meaning
they are not arranged according to some rank. “target_article _details” contains
the target article information fetched from the dataset in the backend and stored
in the local storage of client’s computer. Out of all the article details the article
information displayed to the user are “title”and “abstract”. “target_article” contains
the “score” and “rank” of the target article displayed to the user. “articles” is an
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array of top twenty articles calculated from the interaction portfolio theory. It is
arranged in order hence we don’t need a separate key containing their ranking.
The JSON message send by Diplay.html as shown in Figure 23 in Step 13 is:
{
"display_timestamp " : 25 1 2015 18 : 5 1 : 4 1 ,
" keyword_clicked " : [ " I n i t i a l " ," pe r sona l space " ] ,
" cl ick_timestamp":"25 0 2015 18 : 51 : 49" ,
" counter " : 1
}
“display_timestamp” contains the times when the results are displayed to the user
on the interface. This is important to record so that we can analyse the average
amount of time it takes for the user to decide the desired interaction option. The
“keywords” contain the array of clicked interaction option. Since, initially when the
user enters the framework there is no interaction option displayed that a user can
click, so it is kept as “initial”. Suppose on the next iteration the user chose “personal
space” as desired option, then it gets added to the array. “counter” contains the
current iteration number which is 1 in this case.
The JSON message received by Display.html in Step 14 as shown in Figure 23 is
same as received in Step 9. This process of sending and receiving gets repeated
till K iterations after which the current session is ended and the whole interaction
messages are stored in a file in a server. The value of K depends on how fast the
target article has reached in the top rankings.
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7 Experiment design and results
In order to verify the proposed interaction portfolio theory with some task of finding
the required information we performed simulations. This chapter provides a detailed
description of user task descriptions and results. Section 7.1 provides an overview of
the simulations that have been carried out without real users. Section 7.2 provides
overview of proposed experiment details with real users.
7.1 Simulation study
Since we proposed a new theory of navigating information in a complex information
space, we first carried out simulations to verify whether the proposed theory works
accordingly. Hence, before carrying out real life experiments with real users we ran
simulations. Section 7.1.1 describes the motivation and task details of running the
simulations. Section 7.1.2 shows the results we found from running the simulations.
7.1.1 Motivation
The main motivation behind running the simulations was to verify the proposed
method results before actually carrying out user study with real users. Since, this is
a new proposed method we were unsure of which evaluation of the framework would
be best suitable given the task design. One of the main challenge of the proposed
method was to determine how the first interaction options will shown to the users
on the first iterations. This was because our dataset was huge. Hence, showing some
random say ten keywords to users at first instance may or may not be useful. Also,
how many interaction options will be shown to the user was also a bit challenging
to determine.
Previous study of finding information beyond query have been shown that users
get confused if too many options are displayed simultaneously to the user [ATH14],
[ATH13]. There is a need to find novel approaches that better support the interaction
between users and computers reducing uncertainty [JAC14], [RUO13], [GLO13].
Hence, we decided to show only ten interaction options in each iteration to the
users. Determining the initial iteration was still a challenge. So we decided to
simulate two conditions. In the first condition, we designed the task in such a
way that the initial interaction options were chosen randomly from the dataset and
displayed to the user. There was no rankings of articles displayed to the user in
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the first iteration. The user needed to choose a certain interaction option to initiate
the second iteration. In this way, the user would move forward towards the task
goal. In the second condition, we used pseudo–feedback mechanism to initiate
the first iteration. This means that on loading the page, the client would send a
request to the server that the session has started. The server then chooses a target
article from the desired set in dataset, chooses a keyword from the target article
and then calculates the interaction options and ranking and sends back the results
to the client. In this way, the user is already directed towards the task goal. In this
condition, instead of choosing an interaction option on the client side by the user,
the framework chooses an interaction option from the target article.
Another, important aspect of the experiment lies the value of w which plays an
important factor in the proposed method. To choose the right optimal solution
from all the possible solution set, we calculate the weighted–sum of relevance and
diversity and w controls the amount of each. We have normalised both relevance
and diversity so that their scales are comparable. We have designed the algorithm
in such a way that the value of w can range from +1.0 to -1.0. When w equals 1.0,
it returns the set having the highest relevance. When w equals 0.0, the function
returns the set having the highest diversity. When w equals to 0.5, it returns a set
that is a trade–oﬀ between relevance and diversity. w having a value of 0.5 is an ideal
condition as in this condition a balance between diversity and relevance is created.
Hence, our optimal interaction options are balanced in such a way that users from
a diversed background will might them useful to interact with to find their relevant
information. The three values of w are summarised as follows:
1. w=1.0, returns the optimal interaction set having the highest relevance
2. w=0.0, returns the optimal interaction set having the highest diversity
3. w=0.5, returns the optimal interaction set that has a trade–oﬀ between rele-
vance and diversity (anticipated ideal condition)
For both the conditions, we performed the experiments for:
N ⇤m ⇤ c (18)
where N is the total number of iterations performed for each article, m is the num-
ber of target articles and c is the total numbers of value of w. For running the
simulations, we chose a pre–defined set of 20 target articles and decided to do 100
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Figure 24: The initial 10 interaction options shown to the user are chosen randomly
from the dataset. The interaction portfolio theory is NOT applied from the initial
iteration.
iterations for each article. Since, there are three values of w that we are interested
in and two conditions, we performed the experiment for 2 * (100 * 20 * 3) times.
7.1.2 Results
In this section we discuss the results that we got from running the simulations.
We started with first condition where the initial interaction options were chosen
randomly from the dataset. Figure 24 shows the graphical presentation of the results.
The x–axis shows the number of iterations. The y–axis shows the average rank per
iteration. We took the ranks of all the articles of all 100 iterations then we measured
the average of ranks in each iteration then we plotted the y–axis points. The blue line
indicates the condition with highest diversity condition having value of w equal to
0.0. The green line indicates the condition with highest relevant interaction options
with value of w equal to 1.0. The red line is the ideal condition having trade–
oﬀ between relevance and diversity having value of w equal to 0.5. The results
clearly show that there is no diﬀerence between the three conditions of w. Since,
an average rank has been taken so it can be stated that there isn’t really a distinct
diﬀerence between the three conditions. The results are totally random and depends
on randomness more. If the initial random interaction options contains keywords
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that helps the user to find the target article easily then the rank starts decreasing
else there is a random increase and decrease in ranks in all the three conditions. The
ranks increases or decreases randomly. Since, the initial interaction options set is
shown randomly in the first iteration it has resulted to randomness. Hence, we can
conclude that choosing the initial interaction options randomly from the dataset is
a bad idea as the results would not be dependent on the proposed theory but on
randomness to quite a extend. Throughout the 100 iterations the ranks are not
stable in all three conditions.
Figure 25: The initial 10 interaction options shown to the user are based on pseudo–
feedback. The interaction portfolio theory is applied from the initial iteration.
We also ran simulations for our second condition i.e. pseudo–feedback condition.
The results of the simulation are shown graphically in Figure 25. The x–axis shows
the number of iterations. The y–axis shows the average rank per iteration. We took
the ranks of all the articles of all 100 iterations then we measured the average of
ranks in each iteration then we plotted the y–axis points. The blue line indicates the
condition with highest diversity condition having value of w equal to 0.0. The green
line indicates the condition with highest relevant interaction options with value of w
equal to 1.0. The red line is the ideal condition having trade–oﬀ between relevance
and diversity having value of w equal to 0.5. The results clearly show that there are
diﬀerences between all the three conditions of w. The iterations having the highest
relevance lands in highest rank. The iterations with highest diversity lands up in
between the highest relevance and trade–oﬀ condition. The iterations which has the
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trade–oﬀ lands up in lowest rank. This is very promising result for the proposed
theory. We had anticipated that any value of w other than it’s extremes should be
more favourable which is indeed the case. This proves that the proposed theory can
be applied in real life IR systems with some modifications.
7.2 Proposed Experiments
In this section, we provide an overview of the proposed user study that we will
conduct with real–life users. In spite of having promising result from the simulation
as described in Section 7.1.2 we couldn’t carry out experiments with real users.
This was because to prove our theory we anticipated to satisfy the following three
conditions:
1. The rank of the target article should become stagnant after i number of iter-
ations (where i can be equal to 50 or more).
2. The rank of target article should be least with value of w equal to 0.5.
3. For conditions where value of w is equal to 0.5 and 1.0, the user should get
locked with the interaction options i.e. the interaction options should be so
unfavourable which won’t allow user to move towards the target article and
achieving the goal.
Though the simulation results have shown promising results satisfying conditions 1
and 2, condition 3 haven’t yet been satisfied. In simulations we have send that in
conditions with w = 0.0 users will get locked after a certain number of iterations
which will refrain users from completing their task. Unfortunately, similar pattern
haven’t been found for condition having w = 1.0. This might be because this con-
dition pertains to highest relevance. Since, our dataset contains articles only from
articles from Human Factors in Computing Systems, the interaction options are
similar to each other. Before reaching to a final conclusion we need to evaluate the
framework by few other modifications which is beyond the scope of this thesis and
will be continued as a future work. Hence, this thesis will be used as a guideline to
continue with the future work. Since, we had already designed the experiments and
implemented data logging (during the experiment) in our framework we will provide
a description of it in this thesis for future reference.
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7.2.1 Experiment design
A task–based experiment design was proposed for conducting the experiments with
real users. The aim of the experiments would be to evaluate the following:
1. to evaluate the ability of the developed framework to help users in navigating
the complex information space to find the target article easily, and
2. to measure the trade–oﬀ condition of retrieval performance compared to the
other two conditions.
A task–based information retrieval would be best suitable in this scenario. The aim
would be to create a randomised block design containing N number of pre–selected
articles from the dataset. Then create a combination of N*3 i.e. split N randomly
for each user. This is important, because we want to isolate the eﬀects of some users
being better at this task than other, and some target articles being easier to find
than others. For each group of N, the first group should perform the experiment
with w = 1.0 first then with w = 0.5 and then with w = 1.0. Similarly, the second
group should perform the experiment with w = 0.5 at first followed by w = 1.0
and end with w = 0.0. On the other hand, the third group should perform the
experiment with w = 0.0 at first, followed by w = 1.0 and at last with w = 0.5. This
way we should have every user doing tasks with all possible values of w, and have
every article also assigned (at least roughly) the same number of times for every
value of w. Also, the order of showing inside a block should be randomized as users
get bored and then just start clicking something.
7.2.2 Participants
Recruiting around 50 users from university to participate in the experiment would
be enough to see the pre–dominant eﬀect of the proposed theory. Minimizing the
user eﬀect is very important here. Hence, all the participants should be researchers
from human computer interaction area as we have taken articles from ACM CHI
conference. On the other hand, participants should not be from entirely diﬀerent
background then the given task would be too diﬃcult from then to perform and it
might aﬀect the results. Prior to the study a training session of using the framework
should be given. This is because it takes time for new–bie users to get acquainted
with the a new system which again might aﬀect the results. Also, a task completion
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time should be set to ensure that all the users didn’t went on searching for a single
target article. The exact time of task completion can be detrmined from further
simulations.
7.2.3 Data logging
While the participants perform the task, logging their interactions is of absolute
necessary so that we can analyse the data later on. We have already implemented
logging in our framework to find out the simulation results. To make diﬀerences
between diﬀerent users, we have used session management provided by PHP to
diﬀerentiate datas of all users. One a user logs in the page, it starts a new session.
Then all the interactions in subsequent interactions are stored in a json file (refer
Section 6.5 for explanation of the log file). Once, the user clicks the logout button, it
destroys the current session and stores the json file in a specified directory on hand
server. Data logged from the interactions with the framework included details of the
articles displayed, interaction options predicted by the proposed method, rank and
score of target article, times when the updated results were displayed, times when
the user clicked the desired interaction option.
Since, to perform the experiment with real users we still need to modify the proposed
method so that it satisfies the third condition, providing result of experiments with
real users is beyond the scope of this thesis.
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8 Exploratory study evaluation
Since the simulation results showed that evaluating the rank of the target document
is probably a harsh evaluation we decided to examine the developed framework for
evaluating exploratory search process. Hence, we performed a new investigation with
new study goals and conducted a pilot to analyze the results. Section 8.1 explains
the motivation of the study in more detail. Section 8.2 explains the exploratory
study details, task description. The evaluation and results are illustrated in Section
8.3.
8.1 Motivation
The way users tries to find information via web can be categorised in two forms:
focus–task and exploratory search task [ATH14]. In focus–task user information
need is determined from before, for example in our framework user trying to find
the target article displayed to the user on the user interface. On the other hand,
in exploratory search it is not defined. In most cases of exploratory search the user
doesn’t have pre–defined knowledge about the information and wants to learn about
it from the variety of sources available in the web. In exploratory search, generally
users tries to find information with a very broad query and finally goes through
the links and tries to find cues which helps them to narrow down their queries into
more specific information. Finding the exact cues which would bolster their query
reformulation is hard [ATH14]. In few cases of exploratory, it might happen that the
search results are too specific for a user to understand about the topic while in few
cases the search results might be too broad that the user might get confused. Hence,
a framework to bolster the user search task in exploratory study is very important.
Hence, we decided to investigate whether our developed framework would assist the
user’s exploratory search task better than focus search task. In order to perform
this evaluation, we needed to modify the task description. In previous chapter, we
focused on focus task search by providing the users with optimal interaction options
to find the target article in much less number of iterations for condition when value
of w = 0.5 compared to conditions for w = 0.0 and w = 1.0. In this study, our goal is
to provide the optimal interaction options as cues to users to assist them in finding
information in exploratory study. Since, our previous study has shown that users
are generally not so good in reformulating queries in exploratory search [ATH14],
we used our developed framework to provide the user with cues to explore about a
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topic.
8.2 Exploratory study
Since, in exploratory study user goal is not determined our goal is to allow the user to
explore a variety of articles in order to find some information. The goal of the study
is to determine the exact value of w that is suitable for exploratory study. Hence,
we used all the three values of w. User knowledge about the topic and satisfaction
are measured via questionnaires, interview and logs provided both before, after and
during the study. Due to limited time and resources we conducted one pilot study
with real user to investigate the findings. Based on the results of the pilot study we
might make a few modifications and proceed with further experiments.
Pre–study evaluation: Prior to the pilot study, we provided the user with a
questionnaire to check the user background. We were particularly interested in users
who are not researchers of human computer interaction research field but have some
prior knowledge about it. By using questionnaire it would better provide details
about user background. Hence, we used questionnaire. The exact questionnaire is
attached in the appendix. From the questionnaire it was very clear that the user
have not conducted literature search in human computer interaction field. The user
was a computer science master student who have already submitted his thesis and
hence have performed literature search before. This user was ideal for using our
developed framework.
Task and Procedure: Our main goal of the study was to provide the user with
the developed framework inorder to explore the human computer interaction area
and find out which parameter of w is best suitable for users. Hence, we used a block
design to perform the study. We prepared a task of exploration and asked the user
to use our system three times, each with an interval of 10 minutes. This was done,
inorder to minimize previous learnings of research area. We provided the task, user
used our system (with w parameter equal to 0.0) for 10 minutes, then the user was
shown a video for 10 minutes inorder to distract the user’s mind and minimise the
learnings that the user got from using the framework. Again, the user was provided
with the same task description and was asked to used our framework (this time with
w parameter equal to 1.0) for 10 minutes followed by 10 minutes break. In the last
phase, the user was again provided with the framework to perform the task with
w parameter equal to 0.5. This time we gave the user only 5 minutes to perform
the task because the user was already acquainted with the task and framework.
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Since, we didn’t wanted to make the user aware about changes in parameter of w,
we provided the same task description for three times. The task was provided to
the user in a separate printed sheet with the following task description:
Use our system to write about various human computer interaction research areas.
You can write about various articles you found, various cues you got while using our
framework. You need to take short notes as you explore various topics. If you find
any interesting interaction option, mark it by “C” and if you find any interesting
article, mark it by “A” in the notes. You have got 10 minutes to perform the search
task. We will inform you when the time of search is over.
The pilot study was performed in a controlled environment with printed task de-
scriptions. All the interactions of the user were logged and stored as was done in
simulation study (details are provided in Section 7). We used within subject in our
study i.e. same user was used to use the framework for all three values of w. A 5
minutes practice session was provided to the user regarding how to use the frame-
work and to make the user acquainted with the system. The total experiment took
a total of 5 + 10 + 10 + 10 + 10 + 10 = 55 minutes for the whole study.
8.3 Results
Once the experiment was completed we analysed the logs written by the user. Our
main target was to find that for which parameter of w the user was most satisfied
with the results and the results were varied. At the end of the pilot study, we also
performed an interview to ask the user about his satisfaction level for each time the
user used the system. After having user consent, we have provided a glance of the
logs written by the user and the answers provided by the user in the interview.
For w parameter equal to 0.0 : This was first time that user used the framework.
After using the system the user wrote the following :
A: Digital storytelling and game design. C: Interaction design C: GUI testing and
Direct touch. A: Direct touch vs. mouse input for table top displays. C: Visual
Information seeking. C: Soundscape visualization
For w parameter equal to 1.0 : After the previous phase, we showed the user a video
for 10 minutes inorder to minimize the learning of human computer interaction area
from the previous search. After using the system the user wrote the following:
A: Intuitive visualizations for presence and recency information for ambient displays.
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C: Activity based applications. C: Activity modelling. A: Activity sensing in the wild
a field trial of ubifit garden. C: Activity Inference. C: Ambient display.
For w parameter equal to 0.5 : After the previous phase, we again showed the user a
video for 10 minutes inorder to minimize the learning of human computer interaction
area from the previous search. After using the system the user wrote the following
shown below. In this phase we gave the user only 5 minutes to perform the task
inorder to minimise previous learnings aﬀecting the results:
C: Light visualizations. C: Activity sensing. A: Intuitive visualizations for presence
and recency information for ambient displays. C: Reflective Transformative design
process. A: Sensing activity in video images. C: Parallel design process.
From the logs it is very clear that a varied results of research area of human computer
interaction was seen in cases where w parameter was set to 0.5 and 0.0 compared
to the case where the w parameter was 1.0. Most of the results in case of w = 1.0
are related to the research area of intersection of “activity” and human computer
interaction. While in other two cases, we could see the user found out about “design”,
“visualizations”, “touch” as potential human computer interaction research topics.
From this we can conclude that for exploratory study setting the w parameter to
1.0 means the condition where all the interaction options has highest relevant is not
at all a good idea. Distinguishing between conditions with w parameter value equal
to 0.0 and 0.5 is a bit diﬃcult from the logs. So we performed an interview session,
after the whole experiment was performed, with the user to know more about user
information need satisfaction level.
After enquiring about the information satisfaction level from the user, the user
told that he was best satisfied when he used the framework for the third time.
This was because he found the interaction options quite relevant while for the first
time the interaction options were varied but was too randomised. The user was
getting diverted from the topic of interest. The user also reported that in the
second condition he couldn’t find any diversification in the interaction options; the
options were too inter–related which can be seen from the logs. Below text shows
few exact quotes from the interview recording:
...In second case, I felt it was kind of a dead end for my search. All the interaction
options were related to activity or something but I believe that is too specific area
which I believe, most probably, to be classified as HCI research areas.....
...I could explore a variety of research topics in first and third cases but in first case
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I felt the interaction options were too random. In third case out of 10 interaction
options I was finding atleast 2 or more options relevant.....
Hence, both from the logs and the interview we can conclude that for exploratory
search setting the parameter diversed is the best suitable option but at the same
time the value of w parameter shouldn’t be too diversed in the sense that it shows
the user extremely random interaction options. Since, this was a pilot study we
learnt a few things from the study. If we need to perform the experiment with
twenty or more users then a block–design of the user study would be best where all
the three conditions of w will be shown in a random manner to the users to nullify
the eﬀect of previous learning. Also, the user told that generally while performing
literature search he is used to the query based system using search box, hence an
option to provide user query atleast at the beginning of the study would be a good
idea to make user more comfortable with the system.
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9 Conclusion and future work
Finding information beyond query is preferable by most users [ATH14], [ATH13].
There is a need to find novel approaches that better support the interaction between
users and computers reducing uncertainty [JAC14], [RUO13], [GLO13]. Followed
by the previous findings, the main objective of this thesis was to develop a method
which would help users to navigate complex information spaces beyond query. In
this thesis, we proposed and developed a method to support navigation called as
interaction portfolio theory explained in Section 5. The theory is inspired by eco-
nomic theory of financial investments called “Modern Portfolio theory” [MAR52].
This method helps to adaptively select an optimal combination of interaction op-
tions for the user to accomplish a navigation task. The method involves a sequence
of rounds, where N interaction options are displayed in each round and the user
clicks the relevant interaction option to find the displayed target information from
a complex information set. The main aim of the method is to provide the user
with best combination of interaction options that eases the user to find the target
document easily. Choosing the right combination of interaction options which is
called as “optimum set” is diﬃcult to find. The proposed method tries to solve the
optimization problem of finding “pareto-optimal” set of interaction options where
“relevance” and “diversity” are optimized at the same time to maximize gain of in-
teraction options that can get user closer to her goal and minimize risk of choosing
interaction options that are less relevant due to possibly suboptimal selections. A
“pareto-optimal” interaction options set consists of a set of options, none of which
are dominated by any other set of interaction options. In this method, we tried to
present the interaction options having highest “relevance” and highest “diversity”. In
this context, relevance means how related are the interaction options, given the user
information need, while diversity is about the similarity of the interaction options
with each other.
Apart from describing the proposed method, we have also described a background
study of IR system models in Section 2. We have also presented previous works in the
field of intersection of information retrieval and economics. We have provided some
key concepts used to develop the system like regression model, tf–idf calculation. We
have not only implemented the proposed method but also developed a framework
to test the proposed method with users as described in Section 6. While developing
the framework we have also followed Norman’s design guidelines which plays a key
concept in designing systems in human computer interaction area.
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During the simulations, the interactions were logged which helped us to determine
the validity of the hypothesis of the proposed method. We have achieved some
promising results from simulations carried out with the developed framework as
explained in Section 7. The condition which had a trade–oﬀ between relevance and
diversity was favourable than the other two conditions for which w value equal to
0.0 and 1.0. Since, the simulations did not satisfy all the three conditions which are
stated in Section 7.2, we couldn’t proceed forward with the experiments with real
users. The results showed that evaluating the rank of the target article is probably
a harsh evaluation as the users did not get locked in condition where w had highest
relevance. These diﬃculties couldn’t be resolved in the current framework. We need
to find out an evaluation task where the users would be locked with interaction
options after performing few iterations for both conditions w = 0.0 and w = 1.0. At
present, users only get locked in condition with w = 0.0. Therefore, future research
concerns better evaluation methods of the proposed method so that experiments
with real users can be conducted. A further study has been done and discussed
in Section 8. The main goal of the study was to determine which parameter of w
would be best suitable for exploratory study. A pilot study with single user has been
performed which clearly revealed that setting the parameter to w = 0.5 was best
suitable for exploratory study as in this condition the interaction options provided
to the user was varied and at the same time was relevant to user information need.
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1Appendix 1. Questionnaire
Next page contains the questionnaire used in the pilot study of exploratory analy-
sis.
Pre-­evaluation  Questionnaire                                                                                                                                                                         
Place:  University  of  Helsinki        Date:  09.02.2015     
  
Please answer the questions provided below to the best of your knowledge. If the question                                            
requires you to rate at a scale of 1-­5 (1-­ very poor, 2 -­ poor, 3 -­ neutral, 4 -­ good, 5 -­ very                                                                       
good) then please rate them. If the question requires you to answer with just yes/no then                                               
tick  the  appropriate  option.  
(HCI  means  human  computer  interaction)  
  
How  much  
knowledge  
do  you  have  
regarding  
HCI?  
1   2   3   4   5  
  
Have  you  performed  scientific  literature  search  in  HCI  before?  -­  ​Yes  /  No  
  
If  yes,  how  
successful  
was  those  
search?  
1   2   3   4   5  
  
Have  you  performed  scientific  literature  search  in  any  other  research  area  before?  -­  
Yes/  No  
  
If  yes,  how  
successful  
was  those  
search?  
1   2   3   4   5  
  
Have  you  ever  used  search  applications  which  provided  you  with  cues?    -­ ​  Yes/  No  
  
Write  briefly  about  your  academic  background.  5-­10  lines  is  enough.  
  
  
  
  
  
  
